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Info Demanded on

Tuition Will Increase ,
But Budgets Austere
by Len Schoppa
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HOYA Editor-in-Chief

Despite a projected $900 tuition
increase, the Main Campus Finance
Committee (MCFC) found this week
that it had little money to divide
among the priorities and needs of the
University.
Some areas, such as the offices
charged with the Capital Campaign,
received zero increases while others,
including Athletics, received only a
small fraction of their original re- quests.

Student Activities, however, was
granted an increase of 17.4 percent.
The
MCFC
advises Fr. Donald
Freeze, S.J., who in turn will meet
with Deans of the Medical and Law
Schools to hammer out a final budget proposal to send to the Board of
Directors.
;
At the MCFC meeting Tuesday,
Main Campus Finance Officer Mel
Bell outlined a grim “Option A”
which called for a $900 tuition increase next year and a 12 percent
increase in overhead (non-salary or
financial aid).
Through a series of calculations,
he showed that once “mandated increases such as bad debt and utilities
had
been
subtracted,
only
$390,000 remained to allocate to
increases in areas ranging from the
President’s typewriter ribbon, to the
locksmith’s tools, to the track team’s
hurdles. The figure compares to the

African Investment

$1.4 million which was available for
a similar task even with last year’s
smaller $775 tuition increase.
Late in Thursday’s meeting, how-

by Matt Falvey
HOY
A Staff Writer

ever, the Committee cut the staff salary increase from 10 percent to nine
percent to allow what it had determined to be the minimum level of
funding for overhead areas.
The
final increase in overhead

came to almost $500,000.
Athletics,
which
requested
$119,000 on top of what they plan-to
spend this year, was given an increase
of
only
$18,604—“designated
to
meet the priority of women’s sports.”
An
additional
$10,000
could
be
spent in other areas, but only if
matched by added revenue, the Committee said.
Student Affairs, however, was established as a high priority by the
MCFC and received about $130,000,
actually more than requested by the
subcommittee. Student Activities is a
part of Student Affairs.
Student
Representative
Ken
Hickox, pointing out that students
would be paying for the brunt of the
University’s
programs
with
their
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MCFC

members

Steve

Skonberg

$900 tuition increase, noted that “in
that context, it’s hard to deny a request like that—six more dollars (for
student activities).”
Hickox added that the subcommittee planned to adopt a more accountable’
budget
structure
which
would allow the MCFC to have more
say in which of the student activities

ficer David

Swanson

said.

“It’s

more difficult to receive gifts once
the building is built,” he added.
Another factor which the University did not expect was the taxation
of membership fees for those outside
/ of the university community, noted
Director of Yates Denis Kanach.
“We’re keeping the books under
the assumption that all moneys outside of student and staff revenues

are taxable,” Kanach stated. “Last
April
the
Comptroller
mentioned
some concern over the matter. Our
auditors are taking a conservative

point

of view

to

avoid

messing

Hickox

consider

get funds. Presently a lump sum is
approved without assurance that the
extra money would go to areas for
which budget increases had been justified, noted Hickox.

capital improvements, including a request for a second cooling tower, and
recommended that funding not be
set in one lump sum.

The area of Physical Plant (maintenance, etc.), which requested an increase of over $1 million—almost
three times the total amount available to the Committee—was granted
an increase of only $170,000. The
Committee cut out all increases for

Schuerman
mittee was

and increasing student fees.. Both
admit that these sources have limitations and drawbacks.
According to Swanson,
“If we
reach projections for the number of
people
with outside
memberships

a-

round with the IRS.”
Although Kanach did not know
the exact percentage of taxation, he
indicated that the figure was much
higher than sales tax and “definitely
had an effect on our budget.”
Accordingto Swanson, “There are
a number of alternatives that we
could look to accomodate the problems with Yates.”
He pointed out that steps had already been taken mid-year to decrease the debt—which in January
threatened
to be close to $100120,000.
“Denis Kanach did a tremendous
job,” Swanson said. “He was able to
make adjustments mainly in salaries
by
moving
positions around
and
‘through a greater use of student labor without affecting service. But
the base for financing Yates is constant, and something else will have to

this

year,

I feel we’ve

reached

the

maximum number before we impinge
upon
the service to our primary
clientele, the students.”
Kanach stated, “In order to protect the integrity of the building as
a student recreational complex, increasing outside membership is not
an acceptible option for funding in
the future.” He added that increasing

the cost of membership

had

to be.

modulated by the cost of commercial
recreational facilities, “otherwise pec-

ple will go to the Holiday Health Spa.”
Swanson also expressed his concern over increasing faculty fees. “If
the cost goes up too high, it’t going

to be an expenditure which most faculty and staff will not be able to afford.”
When questioned as to student
fees, Swanson replied, “It’s a fact
that the facility exists. Somehow it
has to be paid for.”
Kanach did say that neither hours
nor student fees would be changed
this year. He stated that summertime
operating hours, however, would be
changed.
He
concluded,
“I don’t
think
the
answer
to
everyone’s
problem is cutting back services or
raising fees. Clearly, we must come
up with a third alternative.”

be done.”
“What it comes down to is that
now we’ve either got to increase revenue, decrease expenditures, or a combination of both,” Swanson said.
Swanson and Kanach agreed that
there were basically three sources for
increasing
revenue:
increasing the
number and cost of outside memberships, increasing the number and cost
of faculty and staff memberships,

Associate

Dean

of Students

Bill

explained that the Com‘‘not saying, ‘don’t fund

it, but that you should borrow and
build

into

seven

percent

your

budget

the

a year it costs,

five-six[depre-

ciation allowance] .”
Among the few areas to be funded
to the full extent requested were the
offices of the President, the Board of
Directors, and Campus Ministries.
Other areas, including the offices

of Financial Affairs and Administrative Services, received only a fraction
of their requests.
!
Discussion on the decision to seriously trim the Athletic Department
request centered on the degree to
which the Committee could count on
added revenue from the Basketball
:
continued on page 3

by Gloria Quinn
HOYA Staff Writer
Complaints from faculty members
about discrepancies in book orders
have prompted an investigation into
policies of the Main Campus Bookstore

Director of Auxiliary Enterprises
Karlye Pervine refused to comment
on the nature and extent of the problems while the investigation is being
conducted. He did state, however,
that “within the next five days we
will know what the problems are and
will have them corrected.”
Text book manager Edward Run-

The volume of car ds and gift items in the bookstore has been criticized.

ser

denied

jo

problems

that

there

(within

were

the

any

ma-

bookstore

this semester. “We order over 2,500
different titles each semester,” he
said. “We’ve had problems with only
35, 40 titles. The number of people
who
have
had problems is very
minor.”
Faculty members disagree, claiming that their confidence in their
peers at the bookstore has plummeted this semester. Professors cited orders that were never placed, orders
placed for used books instead of new
ones, and cuts in the number of
books originally ordered by a faculty
member.
Professor Karl Cerny, Chairman of
the Government Department, commented, ‘It’s never been this bad.
There are so many people in so many
departments complaining that something has to be wrong.”
A professor in the History Department put it differently. “This is the
first time I’ve felt a real uneasiness
about
the
bookstore,”
he
said.
‘“There’s not enough room or impetus
from the University to create a true
University Bookstore like those on
other campuses. This is not a University Bookstore,” he said.
“The bookstore seems to be more
interested in running a business than
in serving students,” a professor in
the English Department noted.
A source within the bookstore explained that, unlike previous years,
text book orders have been cut uniformly across the board. “In prior

sponse

to recent

statements

by

com-

mittee head and University Treasurer
George Houston in support of American corporations’ involvement and

investment in the Republic of South
Africa.

According

to

Morton,

this

type of support only serves to “make
more comfortable” the apartheid system.

?

Claude Harrison, president of the
BSA, explained that he “understands
the need for American investment abroad” but added that he felt this
did not justify contributing to a system that subjugates blacks. Harrison
added that the South African resolution is an example of an attempt on
the part of the two organizations to
increase student participation in campus issues.
There will be “more of an effort
to voice the minority viewpoint” this
year, according to Harrison, who expressed the hope for “increased communication between the BSA and the

NAACP

and

other

campus

groups.

This can only be done through action
and interaction.”

tions

was

minimal in

comparison

with previous years; as a result, few
people heard of and applied for the
openings.
The: NAACP
and BSA
must “insist that something be done”
to expand and diversify students’ involvement in their government, Morton added.
The following resolution was
announced
by
the
BSA
and
NAACP
during Tuesday's press
conference.
Whereas:
The South African
Government persists in maintaining the apartheid between Black
and White South Africans; and,
Whereas:
American
Corporations’ capital investments in South
Africa support the continued economic exploitation of the Black
majority; and,
Whereas: Georgetown University, supports the heavy involvement of American Corporations in
South Africa; and,
Whereas: Georgetown University has not demanded that American Corporations adhere to the
Codes Of Conduct, and insist upon the equality of its employees;
and,
Whereas: Georgetown’s Investment
and Social Responsibility
Committee
continues
to
hold
closed meetings, refusing to publish the guidelines by which the
University invests; and,
Whereas: A portion of a Georgetown student’s tuition maintains
the above committee, and thereby
indirectly supports the Universicontinued on page 3

Campus Alcohol Abuse Discussed
Special to the HOYA
The use and misuse of the most
popular drug on campus—alcohol—
was the topic of discussion at the
Monday night meeting of the new
Student Task Force on Campus Alcohol Use.
, At the meeting, the ad hoc group
created by Student Affairs outlined
several goals for the future. “One of
our primary goals is to survey 50 percent of the students to test their
knowledge of the effects of alcohol.
One of the things we’re hoping will
come out of the task force is an
awareness of what happens,” said
Director of Special Affairs and Sum-=
mer Housing Debbie Peeples. “We
also want to determine general patterns of usage and patterns of abuse.
We’ve just really had a feeling that
maybe we're out of touch.
‘ “Student Affairs has become concerned about the many tragedies related to drinking on campus. The

Complaints Prompt Investigation of Bookstore

HOYA PHOTO BY CHRIS CALLSEN
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Yates Memorial Field House ran
up a $78,000 deficit in fiscal year
1981 according to figures recently
released
from
the Office of the
Comptroller.
“The figure represents a sharp in‘crease from the $42,000 debt the
facility incurred during 1980. Administration officials point to spiralling overhead costs, lack of endowments, and membership taxation as
sources of the debt.
According to Dean of Student Affairs William Stott, the $7.4 million
total cost of Yates was to be funded
from two sources: a $6.4 million
loan from the Electrical Contractors
Association would be paid through
the $60 annual student fee; an additional
$1.5
million was to be
taken care of by private subscription.
“We didn’t receive the amount of
gifts we expected so we had to borrow this additional money at market
cost,” Student Affairs Financial Of-

Ken

allocations.

Yates Deficit Increases Sharply
by Gloria Quinn
HOYA Staff Writer

and

The Black Students Alliance and
the Georgetown University chapter
of the NAACP have strongly criticized the University’s position on
American corporations in South Africa and have demanded that GU
move toward changing its policies.
In a press conference which also
had the two groups criticizing GU’s”
student government, the group presidents submitted a resolution on the
South
African
apartheid
situation
and discussed the reasons behind it.
The resolution stresses the secrecy
of Georgetown‘s policy on the issue
and demands that the University disclose the decision of its Committee
on Investment and Social Responsibility. This, said Georgetown NAACP
president Bill Morton, comes in re-

One obstacle to these hopes is the
activity of GU’s student government,
according to the groups. Citing the
recent
committee
appointments
made by the Student Senate, Morton
emphasized that “people’s interests
aren’t- being represented.” He said
that advertising for available posi-

Runser denied this charge, stating that shortages are usually due to
overenrollment in classes. “25 percent of the books we ordered are still
sitting on the shelves,” he added.
Despite this claim, several professors expressed their frustration at the
unavailability of books. One member
of the English Department noted, “I
know
several professors who feel
they have to order 45 books to get
35—the whole system is becoming
more
and more fictitious. Others
have simply started sending students
to other bookstores.”
Dr. Crist of the Chemistry Department complained, “Forty of my kids
need an organic chem text that isn’t
there, and eight need an answer book
for the same course.”
The source within the Bookstore
told of a professor who came in after
the first day of class to re-order a
book which the bookstore had never
ordered. The professor asked for 175
copies of The Basis for Business De> cisions.
According
to the source,

125

copies

of the

book

were

ordered.
“The problem is just not enough
books, seriously impeding the teaching of courses,” Cerny concluded.

reasons

why

Georgetown

students

seem to overindulge. One student
pointed out that “getting bombed”
was‘one way of relieving the tension
—academic and otherwise—that builds
up during the week. The low cost of
alcohol was offered as another factor.
Most of those present agreed that
drinking was often entertainment of
last resort due to a lack of other activities on campus.
Chairman
of the newly-formed
Student
Life
Committee’s
(SLC)
Subcommittee on Substance Abuse,
continued on page 3

Campus Press Issues
Impeachment Demand
by Len Schoppa
HOYA Editor-in-Chief

Declaring that “The Smiling has
Ceased,” the editorial board of the
Georgetown
Voice urged
the impeachment of Student Government

President

years,” the source told the HOYA,
“consideration has been given to the
history of the book: whether the
course is always filled, whether the
book will be used again next semester and so on. That was not done this
year.”

only

task force is being formed to look at
what’s happening,” said Peeples.
East Campus
Resident Director
Larry Schlereth cited two instances
where students had to get their stomachs pumped due to alcohol ingestion, and Co-director of Adjudication
Sue Brandt added that 75-95% of the
cases that come before adjudication
involve alcohol. ¢I think the problem
has reached a higher proportion than
we thought,” Brandt noted.
When asked to comment on the
prevailing attitude towards alcohol
on campus, students offered several

Steve Mardiks

and

Vice

| President Jeff Perez in their issue
Tuesday.
The editorial followed revelations
in the campus press last week that
Lecture Fund monies had been spent
to fly Paul Sullivan, Perez’s freshman
roommate, home to Louisiana following a sparsely attended lecture on
“The Ethics of a Lecture Fund.”
The Voice called the action “‘beyond unethical to downright odious,”
and urged that the responsible parties
be held accountable
through
the
adjudication process.
A group called STUMP (Students
to Unseat Mardiks and Perez) has
been
formed
to collect the over
1,900 signatures necessary to begin
impeachment proceedings against a
Student Government head.
Patrick Murphy (SBA ’83), who is
spearheading the organization of the
group, remarked that, “What was
funny in May is simply sick in November. If I wanted dumb jokes I’d
read
MAD
magazine.
What,
Me
Worry?” Murphy expressed the hope
that the pair would be out of office
within two weeks. “I’d rather elect
Monty Python . .. they'd do a better
job,” he joked.
Mardiks responded to the call for
his resignation with a press release:
“This evening at precisely 9:35
P.M. (EST), just following M*A*S*H,
Student Body President, Steve Mardiks, was removed from office by a
military coup, headed by Vice President Jeff Perez. There are no reported casualties. Steve has refused to

speak to Jeff.
“Mr. Mardiks has been exiled to
Libya. Colonel Qaddafi has agreed to
pay Mardiks’ air fare by using funds
appropriated from his Revolutionary
Lecture Fund. Upon arrival in Tripoli, Mr. Mardiks is expected to speak
on ‘The Ethical Responsibilities of
Elected Officials.’
“Mr. Perez has appointed himself
the acting Student Body President,
but prefers to be called General
Perez.
“General Perez’s -only statement

thus far has been that his Junta will
not allow the SAC to pay Paul Sullivan one cent for what he termed ‘an
imperialistic,
impish,
capitalistic,
charade perpetrated by David Zrike
(K202 Village A).

ON CAMPUS
Drama: Bye Bye Birdie, Mask and
Bauble. $3.50. Stage III, Poulton Hall, 8 p.m. Friday, October 30.
Drama: Bye Bye Birdie. See above.

Saturday, October 31.
Mid-Day Arts Series: Mickey Terrey, organist. Free. Dahlgren
Chapel, 12:15 p.m. Wednesday,
November 4.
Drama: J.B. Mask and Bauble.
$3.50. Stage III, Poulton Hall,
8 p.m. Friday, November 6.
Concert: Jerry Garcia. $10. MecDonough Arena, 8 p.m. Saturday, November 7.
Lecture: Lisa Birnbach, author of
The Preppy Handbook. Free.
Gaston Hall, 8 p.m. Monday,
November 9.
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Freshman Elections

Kohl Advises
on Aid Option

~ Twelve Compete for Senate Seats
~

Election - Commission
chairman
Pete Rizzo and John Orrico met with
freshmen candidates to discuss the
regulations for the upcoming Senate
election after an open Student Senate meeting Sunday afternoon.
These candidates will address an

open Senate meeting in an informal

*

debate next Sunday, perhaps in Darnall Lounge.
;
At Sunday’s meeting Rizzo and
Orrico explained the rules of the election which have recently been simplified by the newly-created Election
‘Commission. Orrico later stated that
these rule changes removed trivial details and therefore help to define
more clearly the purpose of the Sen-

through Committee appointments, if
they are not elected to the Senate
and should thus maintain friendly relations among themselves.
Orrico also explained that the
rules limit campaign expenditures to
$20. Because of this, candidates cannot

advertise

in

campus

newspapers

and must make their names known
by “knocking on doors,” according
to the chairmen.
Twelve

freshmen

are

presently

campaigning for the Senate. They include: Patty Ann O’Brien, Donnabeth
Cohen, Scott Davis, Tricia Flood,
Mark Grannis, Paul Harvey, Richard
Mathias, Frank Mirola, Mark Shinder-

by Marybeth

man, John Simmons, Cindy Tindoll,
and Albert Avery Vise. These candidates had signed up before their meeting with the Election Commission
chairmen, and their standing as stu-

dents had been reviewed prior to the
official campaign period.
The election itself will take place
Thursday, November 5, in front of
Lauinger. The Election Commission
will also set up voting stations in Darnall and New South. According to
Orrico, however, the election does
not involve ‘districting’; it will be a
general campus election.

Burke

HOY A Staff Writer

BY ANN THOMPSON

HOYA Staff Writer

ate freshman election. That purpose,
said Orrico, is for the candidates ‘to
meet other freshmen” and “to keep
up good relations among the candidates themselves.” He assumed that
the freshmen who are running for the
Senate will want to get involved in
the Student Government, probably

HOYA PHOTO

by Jeanne Burke

Austrian Foreign Minister Willibald Pahr Addressed East-West
relations and detente in a speech entitled “Confrontation- or
Cooperation” Monday in the Hall of Nations.

Projected tuition’ increases and recent government cuts in financial aid
have many GU students looking for
new alternatives to finance their education here. According to Director of
Financial Aid Ken Kohl, however,
the prospects of students currently
dependent on grants and loans need
not appear too bleak.
:
Although the Main Campus Finance Committee (MCFC) will reach
its decision in either January or February
concerning
abandoning
full
need provision for the Class of 1986,
Kohl stated that the University has
an “obligation” to meet this provision for its currently enrolled classes,
“unless
a
major
federal
disaster
occurs.”
Kohl noted that ‘next year, the
student will face two options’ regarding financial aid awards, due to a
recent
federal ruling to make all
Guaranteed
Student Loans (GSLs)
need-based. If the University qualifies a student for aid and awards him
or her a package, that student is eligible for a GSL worth the difference
between the cost of GU and the combination of the award and what the
family is able to pay, up to the
$2,500 limis.
!
The other option is for the University not to give aid, but to grant

loan

eligibility for the differnce be-

tween what the family is expected to
pay and the cost of GU. If family income is $60,000, and the cost of GU

is $10,000, the family may be expected to put up $9,200, and would
then be eligible only. for an $800
loan, explained Kohl.
Hope may still exist for the student who is rejected for both finan-

cial

aid

and

the

GSL,

or just the

GSL, said Kohl, He and Father Byron
Collins, Assistant to the President for
Federal Relations, have been working

to gain access for GU students to the
new parent loan program which will
provide ‘“‘auxilliary loans to assist students,” related Kohl. The program
would permit parents to borrow up
to $3,000, provided that the sum of
the loan or their expected contribution plus the financial aid did not exceed the cost of GU at a 14% monthly interest rate, and a ten year repayment

term.

So, don’t make any hasty decisions, but promptly fill out a financial aid form “right after January 1,
1982, whether or not you have ever
applied before,” advised Kohl, if you
intend to even be considered for a
GSL' and other financial aid."
i,
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FED UP WITH THE MAIL SYSTEM?

Call (965-4427)
3421 M St., N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20007
e private, key locked
waiting list! .

mailboxes,

no

e call in to check your mail
* Monday thru Friday, 9a.m.to 6 p.m.
e Parcel
receiving & shipping,
UPS,

Federal Express, Air Freight—
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
FRET,

0. Roy Chalk international
53

Your Travel Company

* Air Teckete
.Clit:

«Shi Tipo
o Amtnak
* Package Toure
M Street, NW. Washington, D.C. 20007
(202)337-8100 « (800)424-2749

JOBS
Foreign.

MEN!
WOMEN!
ON
SHIPS!
American.
No

experience

required.

Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or caréer. Send $3.00
for information. SEAFAX, Dept. C7

Box

2049,

Port

Angeles,

Washington 98362.
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GENERAL DENTISTRY
Dr. Jonathan F. Lillard
DDS, and Dr. Martin D.
Seigel, DDS, are pleased to
announce they are
accepting patients covered
by the new
GEORGETOWN
UNIVERSITY
DENTAL PLAN
1901 N. Moore St.

Suite 200
Rosslyn, VA, 22209
841-0300

5 minutes from campus.
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World Travel Reveals

Energy Sstos Sed
on AIESEC Conference

Refugee Crisis Growth
by Matt Falvey
HOY A Staff Writer

» Drawing from his experiences travelling around the world and visiting
areas of the refugee crisis, GU senior
and 'Circumnavigators Club fellow
Manny Miranda addressed “The World

of the Refugee”

in a slide presenta-

tion Monday.
The gathering was conducted by
the District Action Project as a prelude to the annual Oxfam Fast scheduled for November 19.
Miranda’s presentation consisted
of photographs he took on two trips
to refugee camps in Southeast Asia
and Africa. With the help of the Circumnavigator’s
fellowship
he was
awarded last spring, Miranda has visited 11 countries, and by relating his
experiences to the crowd Monday, he
illustrated the growing problem of

the homeless there.
A

tremendous

=
amount

of

assis-

tance is being provided by a vanety
of ' overseas refugee organizations,
Miranda explained, adding that despite this work, the ever-present signs
of cultural and religious persecution,
fear, hunger and rootlessness showed
on the faces of those displaced by
war and repression.
He
commented
throughout
on
some of the important characteristics
of refugee life: the abundance of
children in the camps, the presence
of foreign volunteers, and the organization of what he called “patchwork
societies.” Many of Miranda’s slides
concentrated
on
the resettlement
process, what he expressed to be
‘‘the most fascinating aspect of refugee life.”
He called the refugee situation
“an evergrowing problem,” adding
that he felt ‘‘no one could grasp the

whole situation.”

less” if the Committee

Finance’

partment

only

$50,000

quest.

Of their re-

:

Bell explained that “the Budget
Advisory Committee (the step above
the MCFC)
is unhappy with that
area,” and noted that Athletics not

only revised its budget to make use
of added revenues, but actually came

in with a deficit last yedr.

Several Committee members expressed hope that the mid-year revision abuses could be curtailed.
Two representatives on the Committee, Steve Skonberg and Ken Hickox, were the lone votes opposed to
the motion to trim the Athletic request. Student Senator Mary Taylor
did not attend the meeting.

|Z from Monday, November 2, through

must

J

the offices charged

with

D.C.

been directed
462-6690

who

is interested

has

to call the Hotline

at

* ok ck ok

A number of students have been
making
fraudulent
long
distance
phone
calls using
a false credit

card number
and Potomac

and

the

Chesapeake

warned them
stop
making

Phone Company
g
that if they do
them,
warrants

be

their’ arrests, accord-

issued

active

part in the

thought, “they do a poor job.”

Committees

from

other

campuses, remarked that “The EVPs
(Executive Vice Presidents from the

He predicted that they would be
overruled, specifically on their recommendations on the Development
Office and Student Affairs, adding
that he felt that the MCFC had been
very austere. “If you give them less,
I think you’re just asking for an appeal,” he added.

Alcohol Abuse
continued from page 1

Sean McCarthy, articulated his view.
“There is a defect in this institution;
while it’s an excellent academic institution, it’s not.a very good hotel,”
he commented.
y
Pointing out the lack of initiative
on the part of the Administration,
and
especially
Student
Activities
clubs, to promote other activities,
McCarthy said, “When it comes to
+ the weekend, we sponsor the pub.
Alcohol should not be an end in it-

x

self, but if it’s the only game in town,
that’s what you’re going to play.”
Peeples agreed with McCarthy,
stating, “When you look at what else
there is to do, there’s not that much
happening.” The group stressed the
fact that restrictive, moralizing measures would probably not help the situation. It was noted that the Student
Life Alcohol Policy which is currently being reviewed by the SLC would
bring many of these issues into the
spotlight.

for

that
despite
current policies, we
should expect the refugee problem to
continue and should make long-term
plans for it; and that “we must follow the currents of history in dealing

with refugees that have become products of a ‘closed frontier’ mentality
towards people seeking a better life.”

Resolution
continued from page 1
ty’s investment decisions without
prior knowledge or approval,
Be it resolved that: the Georgetown University Chapter of the
N.A.A.C.P. and the Black Students’
Alliance
demand
that

Georgetown

University

employees, or DIVEST.
was

passed

by

has
not
will

ing to Sergeant C.V. Christian of
GUPS.
The phone company was able to
identify the individuals by tracing
the origin of the calls to their rooms,
said Christian. “They’re not prosecuting
anybody
yet, but they’re |
warning students not to do it.”

© Visa Petition
FREE 45 MIN. CONSULTATION

Lamari & Schwartz

GMAY

ATTORNEYS

AT LAW

ROCKVILLE, MD
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submitting a cover design selected
by the SSCE for the 1982

Summer Catalogue. Rulesand
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SSCE office, 156 Nevils.
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resentatives will be able to talk with
the consumers and politicians of tomorrow. The entire experience should
prove very beneficial to all involved.”

by same local attorneys for
past 50 consecutive exams.
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with people

who are tops in their field. The rep-

‘Our nationwide course taught

MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS WANTED TO MARKET AND
COORDINATE DELIVERY OF ON CAMPUS

BRR

cuss, things first hand

AFTER 5 PM
with Wayne

$6.00

IMMIGRATION
LAW

“We're really excited about this,”
said chairman Drew Fine. “The students will be exposed to a national
problem. They will be able to dis-

STUDENT SPECIALS

immedi-

ately reveal its investments in
South Africa; that it immediately
disclose the deliberations, guidelines, and investment decisions of
the committee on Investment and
Social Responsibility; and that it
demand that its affiliate corporations adhere to the Codes Of Conduct requiring equality among all
The resolution
acclamation.

The Conference will consist of
guest speakers and panel discussions on a wide range of energy-related
topics. AIESEC will be hoping for
local coverage of the event by the
press.

Over 25 representatives from the
business community have been scheduled to speak over the seven day period. The event opens and closes on
Monday and Friday at the Darnall
Formal Lounge, moving to Copley
on Tuesday, Gaston on Wednesday,
and to the New South Faculty Lounge
on the remaining days. Major corporations like Mobil will be represented.
On Thursday, CONOCO will be sending a representative to discuss “OPEC
and the World Market.” Other topics
to be covered over the week include
i

© Labor Certification

Hotline, a community-

or older

Friday, November 6. In a series of
lectures and question and answer
sessions with noted personalities and
experts in the field of oil and energy
resources, the association will attempt
to illustrate the current situation in
the world energy market.

© Exclusion/Deportation
* Change of Status

based crisis intervention telephone
service, will be offering a training session for new volunteers beginning
November
4. Prospective
listeners
will be ‘trained in communication
skills and hotline techniques. Anyone

18

an

three other campuses) get their jollies
from overruling
the Finance Committees.”

the

new Capital Campaign, Walker seconded a motion to give the area no
increase with a statement that he

News Briefs
The

[assume]

situation.”
He argued that the continued development of the Third World could
help stop the problem; that the free
enterprise system would pay in the
long run for the inefficiencies of un‘stable governments and economies;

Deadline for submission:

Dec. 1, 1981

3

On Friday there will be an Energy
Fair from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. in Darnall
Formal Lounge. At 3 p.m. Mobil
Corporation will be sending an employee to discuss non-oil related energy.

Management (AIESEC) will be sponsoring an “Energy Awareness Week’

In discussions on University Rela-

tions,

Arts Editor

. | 5 Students in Economics and Business

eral refugee camps Miranda visited this summer.

and Utilities,” “Energy

Alternative,” “Nuclear Energy,” and
“Conservation at GU.”

In their first major event of the
< year, the International Association of

‘Investment
Mel
Bell, in noting
that
the
MCFC’s decisions have yet to be integrated with the decisions of the

gave the De-

HOYA

“However,” he concluded, ‘‘the
U.S. and other developed countries

continued from page 1
Program.
Referring
to
the Department’ Ss
practice of matching added revenues
with added expenditures in mid-season
budget revisions, Committee
member Dave Walker remarked that
he “would be confident they [Athletics] would not have to spend any:

“Consumers

by Don Murphy

i,

:

i

1
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E-Boya
Since 1920

STUMPed?
with

Student Government has always been a little
goofy, somewhat egotistical, and often boring.
§

can

But no one ever accused it of stealing.

politicos.

Now,

dent Government
| just unethical.

six

is no

months

longer

later,

no.

Senate

was violated

Now

Mr.

Mardiks

must

Therefore,

the

HOYA

joins the

Voice in

“The President of the Student Body shall be
subject to impeachment... by a petition for

That’s only 1,905 names that are needed.

elections before October 31,

Now, that’s funny.
The student body

isn’t laughing

anymore.

A group of students, called STUMP (Students to
Unseat Mardiks and Perez), have begun gathering

| dent tuition money in order to pay the plane
aE

summer.

Student Government is supposedly accountable,

~e They “misappropriated” some $160 of stu-

=

this

that, the impeachment of Mardiks and Perez,
and the institution of new elections.
According to the Constitution to which the

~ as required.

fare of Perez’s former roommate Paul Sullivan.
The guise of being a “guest lecturer” fooled
only the Lecture Fund.
“The response to the above charges, as evidenced by last week’s press release, has been
laughter and inane denials.
Earlier this year Mr. Mardiks remarked,
t

why

only 25% of the student body.
According to the Registrar, there are 5,772
registered undergrads.

| in word as well. SG failed in its duty to hold
freshmen

trusted. He wondered

impeachment signed by 33% of the student
body.” In addition, a referendum (like that
for a new election), requires the signature of

ac-

their incompetence—the HOYA and the Voice.
that constitution

be

a leader’s

his integrity

calling for the immediate resignation and, if not

cess to “meetings” and effectively excluding
the two organizations most likely to point out
o This week,

longer

that

when

ministration in chuckles and guffaws? Actually,

Stu-

free

HOYA,

ask himself, and we must ask ourselves, wheth-

pompous...

mandating

the

er our Student Government leaders have demonstrated integrity worthy of our confidence.
Do we want our views expressed to the ad-

repertoire of unfunny actions flows like a
cheap burlesque act. To wit:
eo Mardiks led the effort earlier this year to
close Senate meetings, stretching the SG

provision

no

event

The complaints against the two have multiplied since they first assumed office. Their

~ Constitutional

to

is endangered

the HOYA'’s editor had resigned following an

Last spring the students spoke out against
the pomposity of Student Government. They
elected the two joke candidates in the cam| paign, Steve Mardiks and Jeff Perez. One of the
campus papers even gave them its good faith
endorsement to straighten out the Healy Basement

regard

credibility

the necessary names. They will be outside Lauinger on Monday and will be collecting names
door to door all during next week. We think
you should give STUMP a hand and sign. For

once, we can do something good for ourselves.
. And then, maybe, M&P will get the punchline.

¥

- Book Sense
Is the University Bookstore a university.
bookstore? That is the question the faculty has
asked the administration to answer in its inves-

tigation.

:

Current policy uniformly slashes the number
~ of books requested by professors. The purpose

behind

decreasing

the

number

of books

or-

dered is to cut costs: the bookstore does not
need to spend money shipping unbought books

back to the publisher.
This is not an instance where the savings are
‘necessarily passed on to the consumer. The
bookstore’s current policy is to sell books to

us at list price. Instead, this saving will finally
be found as a profit for the bookstore.
As
an auxiliary enterprise, however, the
bookstore is not in business to make money,
but to provide a service to students at cost.

While

our source within the bookstore told

us that breaking even in the textbook department is no easy task, it has been done in the
past without seriously compromising service.
Ignoring the needs of students, the new policy appears to be not only unwarranted, but
.also in contradiction to the whole philosophy
of auxiliary enterprises.
What this means is that we have a lovely card
and gift shop in Lauinger basement. If you're
looking for an organic chemistry text, however,
you had best look elsewhere. The “book” has
clearly been dropped from “bookstore.”
The faculty has already done its share to
solve the problem by alerting the administration to the situation. We urge the administration to give this matter immediate attention, in
order that the necessary changes can be made
to prevent a similar crisis next semester.

Black and White
~The HOYA joins the Black Student Alliance
and the Georgetown chapter of the NAACP in
opposing ‘the University’s policies concerning
American corporate investment in South Africa.
Recent comments by Georgetown’s University Treasurer George Houston reflect the University’s lack of insight into the problems of
the black majority in South Africa.
In defending the presence of American corporations in South Africa by saying that they
‘are much more responsive to the needs of
their employees than some of the non-American
corporations,” Houston entirely misses the
point.
His claim that the employment policies of
American corporations can offset those of the

Pretoria

regime

is unrealistic.

The

apartheid

system is so solidly entrenched in South African

society that the simple application of the Sulli-

van Principles to American corporations will do
nothing to elevate the status of blacks.
For the status of blacks hinges not on the
employment conditions, but on the basic structure of the apartheid system. Technological

developments and revenue which South Africa
derives from American investment have helped
to

reinforce

this structure.

As a result, Ameri-

can corporate involvement in South Africa not
only sustains the apartheid system, but encourages it.
Georgetown, through its Committee on Investment and Social Responsibility, headed by

Houston,

supports

American

corporate

pre-

sence in South Africa. In taking this stance,
Georgetown . is neglecting its social responsibility as a Jesuit institution.
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Sad at Was Not
To the Editor,
Certain organizations have been
clamoring for credit for the assassina-

tion of President Sadat. They claim
that they are fighting for the liberation of Arab Egypt. Egypt has not
been occupied since the British rule

of 70 years. It remains free and well
and is occupied by the Egyptians and
no others. So one wonders why
would such organizations exist? Apparently it is believed by the radical
cowards that the Egyptians are oppressed and
need liberation from
their dictator. Such an interpretation
is to be expected from the Arabs.
That entire line of thought is typically ludicrous,
for how could a
leader, a man of peace, a courageous
statesman, and a politician, Anwar
el-Sadat, be such an oppressor? He
was

a great

necessarily represent the

man,

a man

of vision and

a man of peace.
President Sadat, a true Egyptian,
was a man who cared enough for his
country to bring peace and stability
to its people. How could such a man
be called an oppressor or a dictator?
It is commonplace in Egyptian history for its leader to love Egypt.
‘Sadat embodied this love for Egypt
and its people. Egypt is a developing
nation with many structural problems. Therefore, certain of Sadat’s
stern measures had to be taken anda
certain amount of patience was required for the development of the
country.

Egypt is part of a volatile area of
the world, the Middle East. The area

ppressive

has been plagued by wars and con‘flicts which have ravaged the nations
involved, especially Egypt. The key
word here is Egypt, for it has carried the burden of the Arab-Israeli
conflict since its conception. What
have the rest of the Arab countries
done with respect to this conflict?
Nothing! except they got together
and
condemned
Egypt and Sadat
for negotiating the first step of many
steps towards peace. Now, the Arabs
rejoice the death of this great man,
a human being and a Moslem. They
are certainly not humans and definitely not Moslems. Islam is a reli-

gion of peace and compassion and
Sadat was a true advocate of Islam.
Anwar el-Sadat shall remain in the

hearts

of all who believe

in peace

and Egypt will go on. The radical
cowards shall fail in all their attempts to defame and undermine
the achievements of this great man.
Egypt shall remain free and for the
Egyptians forever. Sadat has lived
for peace and has died for: principles. These are his own words which
shall be immortalized on his tombstone for many

generations

to come.

Heba F. El-Shazli
SES ’82

Another Fast One:
To the Editor,
The Georgetown. University Athletic Department has pulled another
coup in its attempt to screw the student.
The basketball mini-package
which costs an additional $13, over
and above the $36 “season ticket”
price for games at the Capital Centre,
has an all or nothing approach to
student participation. To put it simply, no single game tickets will be sold
for the games at McDonough gym.
What their seven-game package really
amounts, to is $13 for two good
games,
Missouri and Connecticut.
The

other

games

are

either

exhibi-

This policy contradicts the Athletic Department’s student participation hype while essentially promoting Hoya-Motion at $50 a season
ticket. It is policies such as these
which give substance to the belief on
campus that the Athletic Department
is only out for itself, while the rest of
the University, especially the students, can suffer. The requirement of
purchasing a seven-game mini-package
without the option to buy tickets for
individual games
is equivalent to
mandating a $50 season ticket, and is
unjust to the students which these
athletic programs purportedly serve.

tions,
during
finals or Christmas
break, or against very nominal competition.
?

Jeff Befort

CAS '83

Villa a Real Learning Experience
To the Editor,
For the past few weeks I have enjoyed reading of the adventures of
fellow Georgetown students abroad.
I especially enjoyed reading Bryan
Townsend’s account of chauffeuring
the Principessa Corsini through northern Europe. The opportunity was

one in a million, and Bryan took full
advantage of it. But I am concerned
that students who are not familiar
with the villa program may be receiving a somewhat distorted, if not narrow picture of what the program

entailed. Yes... we really did meet
principessas

and

marquessas

and

Thanks but no Thanks
To the Editor,
I write this letter to express
both my sincere thanks to your
staff and also to express some
disappointment.
First, I would
like to extend the great appreciation of Mr. Robert Arnold and
myself for the excellent story and
the supportive editorial concerning
the Georgetown Emergency Response Medical Service (GERMS).
We greatly appreciated the support
and publicity that your paper has
given to our proposed medical
service.
I, however, am rather disheartened by the inaccurate reporting
by John Reagan concerning the
fall and injury of a student at Kehoe Field during the Duquesne
Football game. His description of
the situation as having persons
with “only a metal stretcher and
no medical equipment” was entirely incorrect. In fact, the student was aided by two orthopedic
surgeons and the team trainer along
with
two
GERMS
Emergency
Medical ‘Technicians (EMT). For
the past two years, two or three
EMTs have been “on duty” at
“home sporting events. Their purpose is to assist the trainers and
care for injuries that may occur
among
the fans attending the

game.

Contributing Editors
\
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They

are on duty

with

a

specially modified golf cart, called
the Survival-Cart, and a complete
array of emergency medical equipment.

These medical personnel were
immediately notified of the acci-

dent

and went to the aid of the

patient. He was found unconscious,
lying at the base of the bleachers.
In aiding any unconscious patient,
it is imperative to prevent any
movement of the body in fear of
causing further injury, particularly
to the spinal column. A survey of
the patient was made in order to
locate the injuries he may have
sustained. The “metal stretcher”
was in fact a specifically designed

spine immobilization board that
scissors
under the patient with
very little movement.
Bandages
and splints were applied to other
apparent injuries and the patient’s
vital signs were taken (blood pressure, pulse rate, and respiratios
rate). As we were applying the
splints, the patient began to become more alert and the D.C. Fire
ambulance arrived. One of the
doctors began to ask the patient
questions about the location of
his injuries. The patient’s vital signs
and the location of the injuries
were reported to the ambulance
Crew.
This
accident
and
resulting
medical
care
emphasizes
two
points: (1) this patient received
some of the best medical care provided on this campus in many
years,
and
(2)
the
proposed
GERMS system works well. As in
our proposal, trained persons were
at the accident scene well before
the ambulance .arrival. A thirty
second response time is quite good
and very rare. Approximately 15
minutes of medical aid was given
before the ambulance arrival. This
greatly aided the patient’s condition and prevented many complications. Admittedly, not all campus accidents would get a 30 second response, but all responses
would be well within five minutes.
One additional point of interest
is that last week the D.C. Fire Department agreed to assist in training and testing GERMS EMTs. This
is a major step forward in establishing a campus rescue service. We
hope
to begin
EMT
refresher
courses and testing this semester,
so, all interested persons please
contact
81
Henle.
Thank
you
again for your support of our
organization.
Robert J. Dougherty CAS 83
GERMS Organizer
Nat’l Registry of Emer. Med. Tech.

other influential Italians, but our
contact
with
them
was
mainly
through our art courses. They, noting
our eagerness to learn more about art,
graciously opened their private galleries to us. Bryan was unique in that
he lived surrounded by it; we were
fortunate to see and study works of
art not accessible to the Florentines

themselves! And this was in addition
to our normally scheduled “on-site”
classes in Uffizi, the Academia and
other museums and churches in Florence. Art can be studied anywhere
in the world, but to study a work
directly in front of you, in its fullest
context, is awesome. It is the difference between knowing and feeling a
work of art.
.
Bryan also mentioned other influential Italians he had met, but don’t
let those famous names lead you
astray. We also knew Italians of more
humble origin. There was the junk
collector who drove us from outside
Florence to Fiesole when the train
strike suddenly occured, and the dry
cleaning
lady
who
claimed
that
Georgetown students were the. ‘‘politest and kindest students’ she’d
ever known. (Naturally we gave her
lots of business.) And who could forget the two lovely old ladies of Fiesole
who often shared tea with us in the
afternoon?
One of the most popular questions regarding “Freeze’s villa” is if,
indeed, it is beautiful. Those students
who have been at the villa will all
confirm its beauty, but I think the
time has come to define “Beautiful.”
For it certainly does not apply to the
interior which sorely lacks paintings
and other articles befitting a villa.
The gardens are truly magnificent, as
magnificent as any of the gardens
I’ve seen in the U.S. However, what
makes these gardens so special and
the villa itself beautiful is the opportunity the students have to relax and
enjoy that beauty.
Georgetown students should not
be deceived as to why the villa program is such an excellent one. It has
nothing to do with knowing principessas and living in grandeur. Rather,
the success of the program is due in
part to the fine teaching staff and
part to the wonderful notion of learning while experiencing the Italian
culture. In this respect Bryan, like
the rest of us, was able to partake of
a wonderful opportunity.
;
Sandra Matrone
SES 82
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In Rebuttal

Debora Spar

GPGU Defended

Grind, Smile, Study, Meet:

However,

to

assume

based

on

these

facts, that the Catholic Church in any

way advocates Judaism, is a gross
misconception.
J
:
Working within the church itself is

a group known as Dignity. Members
of Dignity are gay Catholics who use
their efforts constructively to support Catholicism as well as to solicit
‘acceptance from the church. Their
existence is not a threat which will
undermine the church or taint all the
good it generates.
The purpose of GPGU’s existence
on- the most basic level is the procurement of equal rights for a segment of society that has been a traditional scapegoat for mankind’s bitterness towards an unknown. We do not
assemble with the intent of finding
sexual partners by any means. This is
a ludicrous accusation based on no
truth whatsoever; it seems to be a
campus-wide
misconception
which
could be disproved by attendance at
one of our meetings. Of course GPGU
provides an atmosphere of community, but this feeling is important to
each one of us asa’source of support
which helps’us somehow manage to
live from day to day in a society that
calls us sinful, perverted, and hateful;
a society that shuns us because of
something over which we have no
control.
The belief that homosexuality is
somehow ‘chosen’ is a fallacy. One
could as easily choose the color of
one’s skin as his/her sexuality. The
extremely complex process of the development of personality, part of
which involves the forming of sexual
nature, is completed quite early in
childhood. Our sexual tendencies are
present in us in our pre-school years.
Thus, there is no validity to the claim
that we somehow ‘‘decide” to be gay
at some point in our lives.
Every social activity that the University sponsors is a chance for heterosexuals to meet and lay the basis for
a relationship. To state that “neither
churches nor. universities have been
known to assist their members in the
procurment
of partners for sex,”
then, is not directly true. The Pub is
not exactly a meeting place for people
who are looking for bridge partners.
Mr. Hendricks is afraid that the University is providing a dating®service
for gays by not actively antagonizing
GPGU, while on the other hand, GU
facilitates and encourages activities
which ¢...assist...in the procurement of partners for sex.”
The most unfair argument used by
Mr. Hendricks is his inference that

’

NNNSONS

DS SONY SUNN

,

SN

TA

That which sets GPGU apart is
not the “common desire of its mem- .
bers to find members of the same sex
...and actively pursue these interests.”” Our endeavors are constructive.
We encourage political activism to
battle social intolerance of all all
kinds; we support women, blacks,
gays, American Indians, the handicapped; any and all groups that are
the target of unfair prejudice. Our
posters note that all are welcome.
Last week we showed a movie, The
African Queen, an old classic, to
which anyone was invited, free of
charge.

Pre-med is not a dirty word at
Georgetown.
Those
students well
versed in the intricacies of hydrochloric acid composition are accepted
as an integral portion of our academic
environment.
At some universities,
' however, this is not the case; anyone
seen in a scrub suit or in possession
of a hefty quantatative analysis text
is bound to be castigated for his presumptions. Premeds, it is thought,
are Mommy's boys writ large, willing
to grind for eight long years for the

Spar
Ribs
promise of MD plates, a carpeted
waiting room, and an even plusher income. They are seen, perhaps, as the
epitome of the “Me Generation,”
rampaging through a liberal arts education in sole pursuit of MCAT scores
and big bucks.
Luckily, we at GU are immune to
this syndrome. There is no premed
persecution here. In fact, we see nothing wrong in directing an education
to a specific goal; even if it means
too many Saturday nights amid the

In conclusion, I wish to emphasize
that our group poses no threat to-the
Catholic Church, the University, or
the students of GU. We are there for
those who choose to participate, gay
or straight. It seems unjust that a
group that generates feelings of acceptance, whose foundation is built
on
tolerance and ‘social concern,
should be a major target for misdirected hate and discrimination.
Name withheld by request

skeletons of Med-Dent.
just

The epidemic has broken out and
reached a nearly uncontrollable proportion of the GU populus. Signs of
the problem abound everywhere. The
guy next to you in Stats suffers from
it. The cashier at Vittles has got it.
Half the people at Lauinger have really severe cases. Rose at Marriott is
the only reported terminal case, so

far, but the potential for extensive

damage in other administrative positions is great. An astounding number
of people on this very publication are
intellectually crippled because of it.
The disease of which I speak is, of
course, Bitchitis.
Bitchitis, named after the famed
politician Bella Abzug, is readily rec-

For some reason or another this victim is allowed to write a weekly column called “Angst” or some such
nonsense (never mind that I do, too),
in which his words run forth from his
disease-ridden hand like pus from a
sore. Last week he deemed it newsworthy that there is a twenty minute
Mass on campus nicknamed “Freeze’s
Breeze,” during which many students
pay little attention.
Notice the tell-tale signs of this
debilitating
affliction.
Mr.
Clark
writes not to express his opinion, but
to impress whatever readers he may
get with his off-the-cuff sarcasm and
witticisms. He paraphrases the Bible,
Christmas

carols,

and

New

England

preachers in his feeble attempt to humorously point out what he consid-

Murphy’s Laws
Don Murphy
Eww
I
ognizable by its telltale signs. Those
afflicted never have anything nice to
say. Tell them they just got an A in
Baker Chemistry and they’ll tell you
they only got a 99 on the final exam.
These people like to hear themselves
talk, even if nobody wishes to listen.
Give them a topic to discuss and
they’ll always have an opinion—the
negative one, of course. ‘“‘Everybody’s
a preppy here,” they’ll say as the animal on their pink and green chest
waves ' hello. ‘““There’s no entertainment on this campus,” the diseased
ones utter to one another, as they
stand on the line for the Pub the
sixth night that week. “God, that
was hard, I think I failed that test,”
you hear, only to discover that the
same person was the one who blew
the class curve.
Symptoms
include chronic bad
moods, severe lack of personality, a
penchant for one’s own voice, no
sense of humor, and a permanent
foot grafted onto the mouth. Interrupting and presenting vapid opinions
occurs quite often. Incoherence usually indicates a severe case. Grimaces are terminal.
Case Study #1: John Clark, ’84.

ers a problem. Unfortunately, not
only is his point invalid; so is he.
The casual reader can only feel
pity for such fatuous pap. Does Mr.
Clark find it amusing to call Fr.
Freeze’s feet ‘“well-washed”? What
does that have to do with any of his

points? Is Mr. Clark’s mind as rambling as his writing style seems to indicate?
If so,
perhaps
someone
should direct him to the counseling
center in Darnall.
The wear and tear on Mr. Clark’s
faculties is evident in the column. His
babble is all over the page, as his gen-

eral balderdash spews forth with startling inconsistency. Is his intention to
criticize Fr. Freeze, those who go to
his Mass, those who go to Mass and
don’t really mean it, or anyone who
doesn’t read government books in
the library? I don’t know, and I wonder if he does. Mr. Clark suffers from
the most advanced form of Bitchitis.
He writes simply to shock and startle
his readers. Luckily; no one bothered
to respond to his deliriums.
Hallelujah.

Case Study

#2:

Joel Wolfe, ’82.

Mr. Wolfe performs some superfluous
task at the competing paper on this
campus, the Georgetown Voice. Not
holding that against him, we ask you
to simply note the column of his

input from an SG “old-timer.” After
listening to Len, I must confess that
the old student in me became riled
and forced me into further research
as to what was going on at the old
alma mater. After reading exchanges
in the papers between the press and
the current SG leadership, I felt the
urge to take pen in hand.

My

|{

|L-

conversation

with

Len

was

prompted by the controversy over
the closing of the Senate meetings. I
was really intrigued by the comments
of one Senator, who was quoted as
saying that the Senate had nothing to
do. I was also intrigued by the notion
of placing only senators on University committees.
Unfortunately, I was disgusted by
the Mardiks letter to the editor replete with ad hominem attacks on
former HOY A editor Tamar Pachter—
not to mention the vacuous defenses

for Administration policies. No one with any sense propounds
the theory that the Administration is
out to “screw” students. However, if
one has any sense, one would realize
that the University Administration
answers

to many

constituencies;

and

quite frequently, that puts them at
odds with the pure student interest
on any given subject.
On the other hand, the Student
Government and the student newspapers should not be so constrained.
Their function is to present the student interest in an advocacy role in
order to let the Administration know
what is the student interest. Furthermore, students should have an active
say in decisions that effect their environment (i.e. housing, recreation, inter-collegiate sports, services, etc.). It
seems unrealistic to assume that a
well-intentioned
administrator,
between the ages of, say, 35-50, can intrinsically know the needs of a population aged 17-22.
Therefore, I am amazed to learn,
from Mr. Mardiks’ letter, that it is
‘the student interest to pay $1 for a

towel
That

and

$1

it is the

for a lock ‘at Yates.
student

interest to be

which appeared in the Voice’s second
issue. In it, he purported to speak for
a large number of Georgetown seniors
who are less than satisfied with the
actions of various administrators over
their four year tenure here.
Without needlessly pointing out
that Mr. Wolfe was entitled to leave
the University at any time during the
past four years, and still can (thank
you very much), and without bothering to address his numerous complaints (no one asked you to pay
$200 for your Henle, Mr. Wolfe) we
need only address his audacity at presuming

than
ment
those
places
I’ll

to

represent

anyone

other

himself, much less a large segof the University. As with all
who have Bitchitis, Mr. Wolfe
great value upon his opinion.
give you a nickel, Joel.

Case Study #3: Steve Mardiks ’82,
the most serious of all the cases we
have studied. The problem here is
that no one listened to Mr. Mardiks
before he contracted the disease;
they laughed at him. Now they do
neither.
Besides attempting to explain the
' excessive brown lint upon his nose to
the student press, Mardiks has been
involved in a series of events that
clearly illustrates the dreadful potential of Bitchitis.
He has closed the Student Senate
meetings so that no one will realize
that they are not doing anything.
He has attacked the HOYA and
Voice so as to have something to do.
He has abdicated his role as student spokesperson, opting instead to
be campus clown. In the meantime,
financial aid flounders.
He has allegedly misappropriated
(read stolen) in the neighborhood of
$160 of student funds in order to
pay the plane expenses of one of his
friends.

A Wise Message from an SG Old-Timer

It turned out that he wanted some

This attitude, I’m sure, is not due
to the exceptionally generous

Whine, Whine! Bitch, Bitch! Moan, Moan!

Viewpoint / Scott Ozmun

A couple of weeks ago, my quiet
existence of wondering how the next
round of Reagan budget cuts would
be ‘allocated was strangely interrupted by a telephone call from Len
Schoppa, Editor of the HOYA. Why,
I wondered, was he calling?

:

placed

behind the baskets at the Cap-

ital Centre for Georgetown

Univer-

sity games. That it is the student interest to have a “Publication Review
Board” (read censorship and control
board) to monitor the papers and
select the editors. These should be
important issues, and they deserve
more than flippant answers when
raised.
:
To develop one of them further
(as an exercise), it is incomprehensible to me to understand why students’ season tickets are available
only for the areas behind the baskets.
By moving to the Capital Centre,
seating capacity was more than quadrupled. How can there possibly be a
justification for not
allocating at
least one side of the arena for students? Could,
perhaps, the other
constituencies to which the Administration answers have factored into
this decision?
:
Without belaboring the point (an
without getting into the omnipresent
problem
of tuition increases and
MCFC deliberations), it seems to me
that there are some things for the
Senate, the SG Administration, and
the newspapers to address. It seems

to me that more can be done to improve the quality of student life at
Georgetown than simply closing Senate meetings (with all the attendant
hue and cry); other than engaging in
pissing contests with the campus
press; and other than closing off student government from all but those
in the Student Senate.
Some constructive working relationships should develop between the:
press and the Student Government.
. More involvement from other students in the process is needed (surely
one Senator on each Committee will
suffice, and that will leave the other
SG spots open to other students interested in participating).
A realization that the Student
Government is chosen to represent
the students, and the students only,
is: absolutely essential. It is in place
to

represent

rests to
strongly

student

needs

and

inte-

the Administration and to
lobby for them. It is not

SG’s place to be the mouthpiece for
the Administration or to communicate its decisions.
Editor’s
Note:
Scott
Ozmun
served as Student Body President
from March of 1979 to March 1980.

outlook of the Hoyas; rather, the premeds
are
nothing
extraordinary
among the Georgetown ranks. Everyone has a purpose. If chemistry is
Greek to him, then he’s headed for
Chairman of the Board of Conoco,
Ambassador
to Bulgaria, or back
homé to run his own country along
the Georgetown model of political
thought. Portugese majors take International Trade to prepare themselves for profitable
careers /with
Brazilian airlines; government majors
grasp for just the right sociology
course to provide the basis for the
welfare reforms they plan to enact
before they turn twenty-eight. Even
the clubs have a purpose; AIESEC
is the door through which to establish
“contacts”
in the
business
world, CONTACT a path to high politics and black-tied ambassador interviews.
/
The presige of the pre-med is far
surpassed at Georgetown by another
specific type. The height of pre-careerism, he represents the Hoya ideal;
he knows people, he’s in the real
world, he wears a suit to Marriott
and knows the guys on the Hill. Politer than Mr. Rodgers, more poli-

tical than Mr. Reagan, able to reach
contacts with a single call, he’s the
Intern.
i
Especially prevalent in the higher
echelons of SFS or the College’s government and economics departments,
the Intern is “going places.” He has
the next six semesters planned and
flow-charted. Each course correllates
and

integrates.

He

will

emerge

from

the hallowed halls of Healy with exactly the background, the mannerisms, ‘and the connections to point
him straight to the Executive washroom,
Manufacturer's Hanover, or
Harvard Law.,
The

phenomenon

pervades

all lev-

els. We, the lucky Hoyas, are in a virtual playground for budding social
politicos (to paraphrase the Yale college guide). Not only are the offices
of the entire government open to our
entreaties for non-paid typing positions to afford experience in the
“real world,” but we are buffeted by
opportunities in resume writing, interview techniques, or stress management. A veritable feast of hints in the
struggle for professionalism. We can
meet Friends of the Foreign Service,
get experience at medical clinics, and
journey the globe ‘round in hopes of
one more fluency.
”
Of course this is not necessarily

a bad feature of Georgetown. One of
the University’s best aspects is that
besides its strictly outlined course directives, it sits smack in the middle
of D.C., ripe with chances for even
the most obscure specialist to find a
government

fully

department,

a job.

at schools

Unlike

most

and

hope-

students

in other locations, ponder-

ing Plato beneath a maple, we at GU
see where the “action” is. For many,
lanhistory,
economics,
politics,
guages, and more jump out of the
texts and into their lives.
Of course, there are also serious
drawbacks. The Intern ideal fosters
a host of hard-driven-students who,
go
pre-meds,
their brethren
like
through college assembly line-style,
grabbing the right courses, thrusting
them into their correlative sequence,
making the contacts, grasping the
proper experiences. Grind, smile, study, meet. One spanking new professional coming up.
Few international affairs majors
care for calc; few bio majors will
quote you Keats. And few explore
He responds to all accusations (cf.
HOYA 10/23) with a silly letter the outstanding theology and philosophy departments
far beyond the
which refutes his responsibility for
preliminary requirements.
his actions. As mentioned above, vicNaturally we need not all be Rentims possess little responsibility.
aissance men. Some of us just may
Let us shed a tear for the miserable
not be interested in the Politics of
condition of our chief elected officer.
the Budgetary Process, or Ordinary
A tear of joyous laughter.
Differential Equations. Still, there
are an incredible number of courses
As is evidenced by the preceding
which, while they may not figure in
cases, Bitchitis is indeed in epidemic
your Five Years to a Major Position
proportions. The only solution is to
be happy. Smile. Be optimistic. Life _on Wall Street guide, may be even
more beneficial—and interesting. Capis great. Don’t complain.
itol Hill will still be there when you
Why don’t you do it now, damn
graduate.
it!?
:

HE HOYA BOARD OF EDITORS
welcomes Rostrum/ Viewpoint submissions from all members of the Georgetown
University community, concerning any issue.
Rostrum/ Viewpoint columns should explore a
particular topic in more depth than a letter would

permit, and are generally from 500 to 800 words
in length.
/

To facilitate inclusion in the following

Friday’s issue Rostrum/ Viewpoint submissions
should be in our office by Sunday evening.

el

One Professional Coming Up

homosexuality is of the same statusas
oral sex or sado-masochism. The latter two are acts, seen by many as perverse. Homosexuality, however, is a
sexual orientation, an integral part of
personality, not a fetish. Oral sex and
sado-masochism are rampant in heterosexuality and homosexuality, two
different lifestyles.

NN
a.

I wish to respond to Ryan Hendrick’s viewpoint piece which heavily
criticized
GPGU
(Gay People of
Georgetown University) in the Oct.
23 issue of the HOY A. Several points
that he made seem to be based on
hostile indignation rather than feasible argumentation.
The mere possibility of GPGU’s
official recognition is not a signal of
the Catholic Church’s demise. Recognition is not necessarily advocation;
e.g., Jewish students at GU have
formed the Jewish House. They are
recognized, given office space, and a
telephone from the University. I certainly support their right to do so.

i

opinion

Kara: “How | Became a ‘General Hos italic’ *’
by Kara Swisher
HOYA Features Writer

N - Before it became legitimate,
I tried
to hide my obsession for fear of ridicule and scorn. The very mention of
my daily activity would invariably
bring jokes about being an old housewife and needing the IQ of a silkworm,

and

well-meaning

diatribes

about having better things to do. But
I didn’t care, and daily I would tune
in at 3:00 p.m.—rain or shine, econo$y

mics exam or not. Now we've made
the cover of a national magazine. I am not alone. 1 can admit it freely: I

‘am a “General Hospitalic.”

It wasn’t always that way. When I
was young, I would flip the channels
looking for something besides those
silly soaps. My grandmother watched
these badly written pieces of shlock
daily, and they only annoyed me.
Soap
operas were for ninnies and
empty-minded
nothings
who
had

nothing better to do.
But

one day in seventh grade I got

a nasty cold and had to stay home
for a week. Sick of sleeping and reading, I turned on the television. I could
find nothing but the soaps. I became
engrossed and watched all afternoon.
I still had a cynical attitude toward
the whole idea of watching soaps.

§ It’s Pumpkin Time Again!
YouBetterNot PoutorCry
"by Kara Swisher
HOY A Features Writer

I spotted a brief flash of that
color
from
across
‘orange-yellow
Healy Circle. At first I thought it was
“only the color of the leaves on the
sidewalks. Of all the colors (red, yellow,
brown,
orange-yellow),
the
orange-yellow was the most predomi"nant hue on the trees in Georgetown.
Before moving on to my next class I
looked again, and realized exactly
what I had seen. The vegetable mer-

chants had set up in the vacant lot
and were selling their produce, as
they do every Tuesday. Today, some~ thing different was in their repertoire, and drawing closer, I saw them
in a small pile next to the apple cider:
round, orange, and shiny, waiting to

~ be carved. Fall was here. The pump-

slippery seeds out.
After carving a misshapen face on
the thing, and smelling terribly of
pumpkin, we would proudly place
the finished jack-o’-lantern on the
front steps, with some dried corn on
the door. We stocked up on apples.
and cider, and went shopping for
candy.
At school we received our Unicef
boxes, and spent the whole afternoon finding out how much food our
dimes, nickels, and pennies would
buy, as well as trying to figure out

how

to put

together

the

box.

People simply do not act like that or
have those problems. Over the course
of the afternoon, there were three divorces, two murders, and one illegitimate pregnancy. By the end of the
afternoon, I knew the tangled plots
of all of them. One can pick up a
soap

opera

at

any

time

because

all

the characters repeat the past three
years’ traumas at least twice during
each segment. All week I watched,
and laughed at the ditsy conversations
and empty plots: It was trash.
After I got well, I stopped watching daily. I still found myself tuning in
once in a while after school. I switched
from channel to channel to find out
“with whom Mike, Steve, John, Lance,
Heather, Anne, and Raven were sleeping. School ended at 3 p.m., and as the
months passed, I became engrossed
in the happenings in Port Charles,
New York, on General Hospital (“G.
H.”). I started tuning in daily for a
few minutes, but would switch the
channel if someone came into the
room. I couldn’t admit that I was beginning to like “G.H.,” or I would
look like a fool." Only housewives
wearing curlers watched soaps. I was
not a housewife wearing curlers.

the

quarantine

or caught the fever.

There were many life-and-death situations, and such. It was great!
Monica, Allan’s wife, was stuck in
the hospital with Rick, Leslie’s husband. Monica loved Rick, and everybody knew it, including Rick. He and
Leslie were on the rocks anyway.
(You know what is going to happen,
don’t you?) This is only the tip of
the iceberg. Everyone on a soap is related to everyone else in some way,

Frank Smith, the smooth mobster
who was after Luke because of the
little black book. I reluctantly asked
my new friends if they wanted to
watch General Hospital. 1 was surso you can expect outrageous plot
prised to hear a chorus of affirmative
twists.
responses.
In high school, I was able to conMy ambivalence toward freshman
ceal my habit without too much
orientation and new friends ceased as
trouble just by going home and tunwe all recounted the show’s recent
ing in Luke and Laura. After I was
events. It might not have been the
accepted to Georgetown, I worried
most academic manner in which to
about how:I would indulge my daily
vice. When I arrived on campus, I tried , meet, but it did break the ice.
As the year progressed, Luke and
hard to busy myself and break my
Laura’s romance became increasingly
habit. I found it impossible. I longed
torrid, the “Ice Princess” saga intento discover what had happened to

Dzaluk, afraid that the action was
embarassing some of his guests, attempted to alleviate the situation by
pushing them out of the window.
Not bad for a $2 bottle of bubbly . . .
Greg Sawyers wins The Sneer prize
for the most original “morning after”
excuse. ‘To the applause of the Sunday morning Marriott brunch crowd,

The

rest of the time we spent collecting
our toilet paper and shaving cream,
and planning our costume. Halloween
wasn’t simply a day, but an entire
process.
I feared all of this lost now thatI
was at the University. Living in a

dorm cut down on preparation for
kins had arrived. It all meant one
this October
tradition. Putting a
thing: Halloween.
pumpkin outside my door was pointLast year at this time, I was a
less. Someone would invariably trip
freshman. College life had progressed
over it on the way to the bathroom.
fairly smoothly up to that point. I
Dried corn, or a random gourd was
was beginning to enjoy myself. As:
out of the question due to consideraHalloween
approached,
though,
I
tions of peer, relationships. (Would
started to long for home. Not living
you be friends with someone who
at home, I surmised that Halloween
had dried vegetables on his door?)
was gone for good.
;
Buying candy was asinine. No little
There are certain rules that everychild in a Batman outfit was going
one follows at this season. There is a
to get past security without a valid
definite
formula
for
Halloween.
University: I.D. The prospects of a
- Every year we spend a day choosing
and carving a pumpkin. This slimy ~ ghost and goblin, shaving cream and:
toilet paper-type Halloween looked:
process would take hours on the gadim. Besides, everyone was all caught
rage floor, with lots of newspapers
up, in. midterms, and one.does not
and
stickiness.
Scooping:. out . the
usually take time to consider whether
~ pumpkin was the hardest part. L.nevone should be a ghost, or a punk
er wanted to be the first one to stick
rocker, when' one is thinking about
my hand in the cold, gooey insides.
It seemed to take forever to get those
Continued on page 7

I started watching every day at
the time of the plague at the hospital.
Jeremy, who had been in Africa, ¢arried Lassa fever (I'd like to know
who thought that one up) back to
Port Charles. All the main characters
were either held captive because of

he

explained

that

he

was

attired

in a

suit at 10 a.m. because he had to at-

Although homecoming
was last
week, The Sneer is still picking up
residual dirt. We hear that homecoming organizer Betsey Swanson and
her date Mike Coscia were spotted
gallivanting out of McDonough with
seven cases of homecoming champagne and assorted munchies. We
"hope that theyenjoyed their “brunch”

. They did not get all of the goodies though—The
Sneer hears that
some of the post-homecoming booty
made its way to A202 Village A. It
must have been premium champagne;
judging

by

the reactions it produced.

Bob Nuzzo and Jay. Sloane managed.
to crack the bed they were wrestling
on. Then Lisa Shook outdid them by
cracking the dining room table. Joe

tend a ‘“‘business meeting.”” Too bad
it was the same suit he had worn the
night’ before. Sources close to The
Sneer tell us that his business was
something in the line of public relations. We're glad to see that ex-StuGov politicians can still find a way to
keep themselves in the limelight . . . .
Friday night saw ‘Pam Landy and
Tom Prusa lead their charges from
Saxa Sundries to a “business dinner”
at Beefsteak
Charlie’s.
The
Saxa
crowd was there to celebrate Thom
McKay’s 20th birthday. To show his
appreciation,
McKay
led
his coworkers on a revival mission from atop of a light post on K Street,
preaching: at them to ‘‘love’ ‘one another: The ‘hugs and squeezes were
the last’ things that many of the saxaites remembered—which is probably
merciful. Saxa’s was also merciful to

sified, and more people (both men
and women) crowded into the TV
room at Darnall each day. It was a
nice break on days of political theorems, quantum leap theories, microbiology. and economics.
Our habit has been disclosed recently as a practice of many intelligent people, students and otherwise.
I won’t be embarrassed about my
habit anymore, or apologize for being interested in all the divorces, illegitimate pregnancies, and Lassa fever.
I will not be called an old housewife.
That would be silly. I don’t even
wear curlers.

Vital Vittles on the gridiron Saturday,
as it subdued its killer team to let
Vittles have a tie game—12-12.

her own. The Sneer does not want to
know whose pants Kate wasin . . .
Sunday morning was the time for
a Resident Directors meeting, or so
On the subject of Saturday mornsaid Harbin RD Bob Rice, spotted
ings, The Sneer would like to ask
leaving the suite of Copley RD Renee
SAC
chairmember
Bryon
Graham
DeVigne at 8 a.m. Seems that they
who the girl was in his bed on Friday
were planning intra-dorm activities . . .
night . . . we hear that you’re trying
Mary Clements has graduated from
to tell people that she was your
mere campus diversion. Commenting
sister. . . The Sneer would also like
on a recent weekend at Annapolis,
to know exactly what ROTC man
Mary giggled “loose lips sink ships.”
Brent Buckles did on maneuvers last
The
Sneer hears that she tried to
: Wednesday night. . since when has
beach the entire future second fleet
. Speaking of being shellshocked,
kinky—Bye
Bye
Birdie
star and
a recent Village A burglar must have
campus
heartthrob
Greg
Harvey
been mildly surprised when he broke
hosted a cast party for Mask and
into an apartment, only to find an inBauble groupies. In attendance was
flatible Pleasure Chest doll on the soHeidi Mathis, who spent most of the
fa. We hear that the apartment occunight circling Rey Quintana. The last
pants were relieved that he didn’t
thing we heard her say before she hit
heist their favorite leisure time toy . . .
the carpet was “I’m so hungry”’
Finally—from
the
corridors
of
power, The Sneer hears that StuGov
The Rooftop Rangers of 6th Daridols Mardiks and Perez may be journall decided to take Father Healy’s
advice and ‘see the city’ Saturday
neying to Tulane to give a talk on
as they tried to crash Mt. Vernon
“The Ethics of Hiring a Lecturer to
College. Unfortunately Matt Plonys
Give a Lecture on The Ethics of a
was caught by security whilé® trying’ I
to scale a fence and eager
dismissed ‘to GU—maybe
FHOVA
eT
reporter G we
¥
y’all can content yourselves with
Quinn smiled and pointed to their:
hoyettes, guys.
. Kate Curran and" : “best ‘side forward” photo for the;
Mimi Samuels were doing nothing
UPOC contest. She gushed ‘Steve’
more

exciting

than

sleeping

on

the

pooltable in Darnall lounge Saturday
night when they were awakened by
a guppie. Too bad Kate was wearing
someone else’s pants, as she pulled
an ID from the pocket that was not

; Mardiks is the best looking SG President since Scott
sist. arts editor
quipped ‘‘Beauty
Superficially
week . ..

Ozmun.” HOYA asChris Midura then
isn’t skin deep.”
yours
until
next

Medical School Openings
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS AVAILABLE IN FOREIGN
MEDICAL SCHOOL. NO FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUESTED. FULLY ACCREDITED. SOME OPENINGS
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR DENTAL AND VETERINARY
SCHOOLS. LOANS AVAILABLE. INTERVIEWS BEGINNING IMMEDIATELY. FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND/
OR APPOINTMENT CALL:

Dr. Manley (716) 882-2803

Shampoo, Cut & Blow-Dry Regularly $12

With This Ad $10
Other services available including

Permanents, Tinting & Hennas

OUbbIES

Expires November

15, 1981 For men and women

Haircutters
2020 K St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 659-5005
2400 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

Washington,

D.C. 338-0909

Wisconsin Avenue Open Sundays

NOW

Wait, you guys, the Molson party is tomorrow night.

OPEN

ON CAPITAL

HILL

205 Pennsylvania Ave., S.E. Washington, D.C. 543-1245
No Appointments Necessary
Long

Hair and additional work slightly more.

/
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features
Sadat’s Gesture of Friendship Destined to be Unfulfilled ...

3

HOYA: Some say that, Sadat overlooked domestic concerns to strive for peace. What do you think?
Deborah: I think both concerns are tied together very
have you heard about the knights of the Round Table? closely. Egypt had been at war four times in 26 years,
Have my knights come to your village and done some and the effects were devastating. War impeded progress in
economic development. Egypt could not afford to go that
good?”
:
The boy responds, “No, I have never met any of the way again. This was one of the biggest reasons that Sadat
knights, have never seen them, but with all the stories I and his people wanted peace. Another reason is that the
people are very religious; they believe in peace. Their
have heard about them, I want to become one.”
King Arthur is touched by this boy, and by the fact culture and their religion both embody peace, and the
that people know of his efforts. He realizes only then that people are generally peace loving. This, I have been told
by political analysts at the Embassy as well as by college
his dream has not died.
I think this reflects Sadat’s own feelings when we met. students at the University of Cairo.
Egypt was not involved in war because her people are
I told him that I was proud to work for the Egyptian
government, and that I was honored that we would share aggressive, but because they felt certain obligations to the
having degrees from Georgetown. I think this touched Arab cause. When Egypt realized that war would never
Sadat. I was a young person who believed, as the little boy offer a solution, and when Sadat realized that war was
in Camelot believed, in the ideals which Sadat represented.
devastating his country, he took steps toward peace. He
Young people were very important to Sadat, and I think himself then began to be the image of what his culture

Egypt how it should run its own internal policy, or how it

should approach foreign policy.
Sadat often said, “We don’t tell the U.S. what to do
and they are not going to tell us what to do.” Sadat did
not hop into bed with the U.S. He always stressed that it
was only he and his people who would define Egyptian
policy.
There is a small group of Islamic fundamentalists who
oppose current internal policy. This minority has not
come out with alternate proposals: they simply strive to
overthrow the present government and desire to enforce
Islamic law. Something important to note is that according
to Islam one should not force religion upon people. Most
of these fundamentalists are striving to do exactly this. We
see the resulting dilemma in Iran today. Sadat was entirely
against this because it is not the true Islamic way, and he
was supported on this point by the majority of his people.
Unfortunately, these few succeeded in using force to kill
Sadat, but Egypt’s new democratic institutions proved

Young people were always very important to Sadat because he felt that they were the
ones who would build on the peace that he had begun.
— Deborah Berliner SFS 82
he was touched that a young American understood and
appreciated his efforts. He expressed friendship by inviting me to visit him and his country.
HOYA: What were your impressions of Egypt during your
stay?
Deborah: I have travelled quite a bit throughout Europe;
unfortunately, Americans are often received there with a
cold shoulder. In Egypt it was totally different. I was
received so warmly by these strangers that I felt a true
friendship was developing between Egyptians and Americans.
:
The people I met were mostly college students and
young people just beginning their careers. I came to know
them through a friend I had met at the Embassy.
Egypt is a very poor country. Most of the people are
illiterate ‘and do not have very much. But in Egypt people
are very close to one another. They develop friendships of

and

his

religion

represented.

Not

seekers

of peace,

but

people of peace. This is their natural image.
People tend to expect immediate results. The results
were forthcoming, but the process is always too slow. One
cannot change a poor country overnight, nor can one expect the standard of living to increase greatly in only six
years. Nevertheless, it is evident that progress is being
made. Foreign and private domestic investment is growing
strongly. From my experience at the Embassy I know
that when the West perceived stability in Egypt, foreign
investment greatly increased. This was the fruit of Sadat’s
efforts. The first thing was to obtain peace. He had to first
knock out that which went against all his efforts to better
the lives of the people. Then he could take further steps.
HOYA: Do you think Egypt will continue the peace process?
Deborah: In Egypt there is no doubt that the peace pro-.

strong enough to keep them from taking power.
HOYA: Did Sadat turn his back on the Arab cause?

Halloween
Continued from page 6
the dynasties of pre-modern China or
the crude quantity theory of money.
Facing the realities of the situation, I tried hard to forget about my
longing for a few “trick or treats,”
and
to start studying.
Returning
from the library one night, I almost’
tripped over a pumpkin in the hall.
As I looked around I' saw many
others
lining the dorm.
Lots of

Deborah Berliner (SFS 82) reflects on Sadat.
Deborah: It upsets me when I hear most of the Arab
world condemn Sadat. Before Sadat made his historic trip
to Jerusalem, the West perceived Arabs as terrorists,
because we knew only the PLO. Sadat changed this perception. His achievement for all the Arab world was that
America and the West finally saw another side of the Arab
people and the Middle East problem. Sadat tried, in his
last visit to the U.S., to get the U.S. to begin a dialogue
with the PLO.
I would like to conclude by emphasizing my personal
experience meeting Sadat. He was very humble; and he
expressed love for his country. He wanted Americans to
come to Egypt and learn about the Egyptian people. He
greatly desired for Egypt and the U.S. to establish a close
friendship. Young people were always very important to
Sadat because he felt that they were the ones who would
build on the peace that he had begun. Thus, he wanted to
build a friendship between the young of this country and
the young of Egypt. Sadat gave something of great value
to the entire world. He showed that peace is possible. The
peace in Egypt today is not merely the semblance of
peace, people are living in that peace, and feel peace every
day. Sadat showed a violent world that peace would be
achieved —that there is another way.

people had placed them in their
windows. Surprised, I entered the.
floor lounge, and walked in on a
conversation of what everyone was
going to wear. June was going as a
Crayola crayon, Anne as the ugliest
person she could put together. When
I was asked, I stammered, and replied
that I hadn’t really thought of something. Of course, they insisted. I was
going ‘‘trick-or-treating.”
From there everything turned out
well. I started thinking less about upcoming midterms; and more about

/

/

what costume I was going to wear, We
bought candy, and as it turned out
someone brought kids on Halloween
night from the area school into the
dorm for floor to floor trick-or-treating. I got a pumpkin, and we carved
it in the lounge on the Washington
Post. I did leave out the dried corn
on the door, though. Some things
(including any and all dried objects)
had to be sacrificed for the sake of
friendships. It didn’t matter, though.
The pumpkins were there. Halloween
had arrived.
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A young boy runs up to Arthur and asks to be a knight
of the Round Table. He obviously doesn’t know the
Round Table has broken up. King Arthur asks, “What

Sh

shattered.

HOYA: Do you blame Sadat? Do you think that Sadat is
responsible for this?
Deborah: A lot of people criticize Sadat for this, and I HOYA: How would you respond to Dr. Hudson, director
think it is very unjust criticism. Egypt has always been . of the Center for Contemporary Arab Studies, who compoor; resources are very limited; and Cairo is surrounded mented in the October 9 HOYA that Egypt had “hopped
by desert. I noticed a great amount of new construction into bed with the United States?”
under way. This, I was told, was mostly government hous- Deborah: Most of what I am going to say is from my
ing for the poor. I was told that Sadat had promoted all experience at the embassy and from actual events. First, I
this. Sadat tried to do whatever he could to better the don’t think one can say that Egypt is dependent on the
lives of his people. His dream was “to make the desert U.S. Sadat made it perfectly clear to the U.S. that no one
—not the U.S., nor any other nation—could dictate to
green,” and I could see that the process had begun.

be

Deborah Berliner, SFS ’82, was assistant to the Egyptian press minister at the Egyptian embassy during the
summer of 1981. During Sadat’s visit to the U.S. in August, 1981, he invited her to visit him and his. people after
her graduation. The embassy was preparing for her visit
when Sadat was assassinated. She was able to go to Cairo
for the funeral. Here she shares her experience with the
HOYA.
HOYA: Why did Sadat invite you to Egypt?
Deborah: That is a question I pondered myself. I feel that
a good analogy might be made with King Arthur and
Camelot. King Arthur formed the Round Table because
he believed that instead of “might makes right,” might
should be for right. In the end, however, the Round Table
broke up, the knights were fighting among themselves,
and his greatest knight and friend, Lancelot, had fallen in
love with the King’s wife. His entire dream had been

cess will continue. We in the United ‘States have doubts
because our knowledge of Sadat, and of the Egyptian
people, is limited. There is no question that it took a man
of Sadat’s insight and courage to take the first step, and to
inspire belief in the process. It was the feeling that one got
from Sadat’s warmth and humility, and from his desire for
peace, that was most inspiring. Sadat himself knew that
the process could continue without him. He was going to
retire next year because he felt that he had achieved what
he had wanted to achieve, and because he believed that
Mubarak could continue the process.

Photo by James Marshall Lindley

which we in the United States have no conception.
The first morning I was there, people I had only recently met brought food to the hotel for me, and wanted to
make sure that I had everything I needed. These were
people that I hardly knew! I observed their friendships
with each other in amazement. They take the necessary
time to be a true friend. This is what makes up for all the
things they don’t have, and I wonder if they don’t have
more than we have.
:

by Pat Singer
HOYA Features Editor
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Sign ofthe Times Has

RivVu

A Refreshing,
Funny Show

Telltale Mark on Cover
Until recently I was under the dis-

by Tom Ehrhardt
HOYA

ps:

~~

‘tinct impression that Bob James was
a jazz artist—a commercial jazz artist,
perhaps, but a jazz artist nevertheless.
Now I cannot be sure. With the release of Sign of the Times (Columbia/
Tappan Zee—FC37495) Bob James’

Arts Staff

It was not quite Broadway,

but it

had a kind of flair to it. 6 Rms Riv
Vu, written by Bob Randall, the

y

TRINITY PLAYERS

Trinity Players’ season opener, de‘picts two young New Yorkers. who
find that apartment hunting can have
some very unusual twists to it.

~~

Portrayed

Debra
Anne

by

Aronson,

David

Adler

and

Paul Friedman

and

Miller are two married

taste for the bizarre and the offbeat
is showing itself. The first time I
heard this latest album I was aghast.
After repeated listenings, part of me
remains skeptical but .part of me is
mildly impressed.
I was upset at the start by the appearance of the words “Rod Temperton” all over the inside cover. That is
the name of the man James has chosen to do half his work for him, which
was and is as far as my knowledge of
him extends. Bob James did not even

30-year

olds in search of a better place to live.
The time is 1971, and the entire play
takes place in the rent-controlled
apartment that both Paul and Anne

have come to examine. The title, if

Contemplating

~ you have not realized, is the abbreviated description one would

the

bathroom

window

and

leans way out.

]

Paul, a copywriter, and Anne, a
housewife,
are accidently ‘locked
in the apartment by the super, and in
the course of their “imprisonment”

find

some

very

interesting

things

about themselves and each other. I
ad some difficulty reconciling my¥ self to the nature of the characters.
They were a bit too simon-pure for
my

tastes,

~ this was

1971

but

1971.

when

one

What

must

remember

does one do in

one has remained faith-

ful to one’s wife/husband, and practically never even dated another man/
woman, and suddenly finds that the

;
~~

person across the room is a lot more
attractive than one’s spouse?
~The
play consists almost

entirely

of the dialogue between Paul and
Anne, with occasional interruptions.

©

We find that they good-naturedly re-

sent
have

their having reached 30—they
not) asked to grow older, but

they feel chained by a sense of responsibility and guilt. Although it was
interesting to watch the psychologi-

cal tradeoffs exhibited as they struggle with their feelings, there was an

©

a cosmic experience.

find in

‘the classifieds—Six Rooms, Riverview,
the river being in full sight, if one

opens

element of mawkishness evident as
they alternatively accepted, then rejected the idea of having an affair
with one another. I believe the fault
lies here in the scriptwriting, and not
in the acting of David and Debra,
who were excellent.
The play was marked by a great
deal of humor, a lot of which was to
be found in Paul’s eloquent speeches,
and some
madcap,
including one
scene where neither can quite figure
out how to sit in Paul's chair, and
another
when
Paul
determinedly
charges out of the apartment into
the closet.
I had the opportunity to speak
to some of the people involved in the
show when it was over. David, who
was seen on stage last season as
Mortimer
in
The
Constant
Wife,
“liked Paul, especially his eloquence,
humor, and dramatics. He often says
things I myself would like to say.”

Debra, returning to the spotlight
after a five-year absence, has many
credits to her name on the stage. She
liked Anne as well, citing as her main
reason the fact that she is at the age
and stage in her life that Anne finds
herself, and could identify with the
feelings sensed, something I occasion-

and actions. Such is the case with
Paul and Anne—they feel they must
be conscious of their adulthood and
respective marriages.”

ally found difficult to do.
I found my most interesting con-

versant in director Constance Kulik.
When I expressed the thought that
the play was geared in particular to
the Georgetown audience, she admitted my point but added one of her
own, “A number of the people in the
audience have been or are at the age
(30), and are more in touch with the
feelings and emotions expressed. I
Would describe the mental change to
adulthood as a consgquence of others’
recognition of you as such. With this
recognition begins your growing consciousness of your responsibilities

Sueh

morous

1971

|

9-7 -—

Open 7 Days a Week
Monday-Friday
Saturday 9-5 Sundays 12-6

and

Vu, a hu-

at

the

same

and

1981

in

the

world

of

three

out of the album’s

may

The
Source Theatre Company,
fast gaining a reputation for having
the
best
experimental theatre in
Washington, is now running Bertold
Brecht’s The Good Woman of Sze-

chuan in their theatre on 14th Street.
Their production is a slightly updated
version of the original script.
The Good Woman of Szechuan is

Free Make-up Lessons

automatically recognizable as a prod-

uct of his genius if for no other reason than that his solos are heard

six

songs, let alone do the arrangements
throughout.
for all the vocals, horns, strings and
synthesizers.
Effective
proof,
I
sniffed, that success breeds complacency as well as more of itself. James
2
is no mean judge of musical character, =
however. And Bob James has trusted =Mm
Temperton with part of his reputation. Obviously, this stranger is talented, right? Don’t jump to conclu- 7
sions. Rod Temperton puts his “tal-

g

8

58
‘
g

ent” to very strange use.
i
Temperton’s
‘“Hypnotique”
is

gS

memorable
for its ethereal background vocals and the percussionist’s

Washington, D.C.

(202) 966-7780

The

album

showpiece

Across the Street from Armand’s

joy, just delightful. James must have
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for sale, $5 and

up. Other

been in a good mood when he wrote
it. The feeling is infectious.
Without further ado, should you
buy “Sign of the Times?” Given that
some parts are good and some parts
are bad, the answer is a definite question mark. One look at the cover will
_tell you that.

be considered. Room and all meals "Dupont Circle. Male/Female to share 3
provided. Monthly salary is negotiable.
bedroom townhouse. All amenities inFor. interview, call Mrs. Dorothy Cor- cluded.
‘Available
immediately.
$225/$300
plus
1/3
utilities.
Call

Haircuts —Come by Hair Friend at 2053

626-8311 or 677-5243.

Wilson Blvd. in Arlington—across from

Fast, accurate typing. No job too big,
all types of papers and assignments.

the

military
clothing
available.
Call
569-6663.
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS Car
inv. value $2143 sold for $100. For information
on purchasing
similar bargains, Call 602-941-8014 Ext. 6825.
Phone call refundable.
Ace Typing,

Free
972-9500
Pickup and Delivery 1

plus |

:

Court

House

Metro

Station.

$9.75.
Ask
for
Elba,
Scissors of Georgetown.

Only

formerly

of

Low

prices,

location

Columbia,

Springfield

yourself,
preference

Laurel Centre, Valley Mall or

Mall.

Send

phone
to Dan
your

catalogue-306

about

number and
Weisberg,

Street S.E. Washington,

Improve

letter

and

pick

424 4th

D.C. 20003.

grades!

Research

pages-10,278

topics—

up

available.

Proof-

reading for accuracy. Free information

pack. 522-4161 (VA), 984- 743% (MD), and
466-2725/26 (D.C.).
Wanted, a note-taker to assist student
3 hrs. per week, 3.35 hr. Call 625-3024.
Fast, accurate typing 965-3688.

Enjoy Springbreak in Appalachia. See

mall adifferent U.S., meet new people, get a

Rush $1.00. Box 25097C Los Angeles,
90025. (213) 477-8226.
Typing, professional work, RUSH ser-

vice

day. Call Mrs. Bromley at 965-2200.

tan. Speakers in WGR-201
Nov. 3, 8p.m.

SERVICE,

414

Hungerford

Karl Hofmann— Your Grave voice and
Grazioso manner makes our hearts
skip triple-four time! Our love is in
Crescendo!
Conduct
away!
Your
fanclub.
\
.

Call
and
and

ACTIVIST STUDENTS

author.

will

manuscripts.

edit
D.

Davis 232-4092.
Companion/Housekeeper needed for
three-member McClean, Virginia family. . Graduate
student
preferred
although qualified undergraduate will

Dr. No. 330,

Rockville, Md. 20850 424-2266.

Full and part-time jobs fighting water
pollution with Ralph Nader founded
nat’l citizens’ group. Exc. training and
travel opptys. Call Clean Water at (202)

papers,

A. Tuesday,

Financial Aid—thousands of sources,
millions:
of
dollars.
Computer
guarantees at least 5 sources or fee
refunded.
STUDENT
SCHOLARSHIP

Phone call refundable.

dissertations,

to

Help Wanted —Full or part time sales- Experienced fast food help wanted at
Meats.
Part-time
on
people for craft display November-' Markethouse
January 3 at Montgomery Mall, Mall at weekends; Friday, Saturday and Sun-

Overseas employment. Great income
potential. Call 602-941-8014 Dept. 6825.

538-1196.
Editing. Published

convenient

campus. Call Sandi, 467-4333, 9-5 p.m.

manuscripts, term papers.

$1.25 per double spaced page.
Mrs.
Young
633-3371
(days)
966-8810 (evenings).
JOB
INFORMATION.
Alaskan

Imported by Century Importers, Baltimore, Maryland

is James’

“Unicorn,” the album’s longest track
(9 mins.) and its. best, written in
much the same way James wrote his
most-acclaimed songs of the past. A
plaintiff horn
solo, subtle guitar
work and James’ keyboard playing
are set off against purposely uninteresting bass and percussion tracks to
produce a surprisingly pleasing whole.

Includes envelope

Pont

If you'd like to discover why Canadians have

Speaks foritself .. .

—each an original—
5. 90 per one-page letter ($.50 second page)

4232 Wisconsin Ave. Ave., N.W.

been enjoying O'Keefe for over 100 years, try a
bottle. Just one. Then make your own decision.

his grip, but he is

Applying For a Job?

Absolutely Free hair consultation

tastes clean and clear.

relaxed

low man.
3
Megan ‘Morgan was excellent as
Shen Te/Shui Ta. Her striking appearance, beautiful voice and solid
acting combined to make hers the
most outstanding performance. Wong,
the water carrier, was a very interesting character. Played by Robert Fass,
have come to earth in search of ‘Wong is a peasant philosopher who
The phrasing is lively but unpredict“good” people. Shen Te almost loses
looks after Shen Te to make sure
able, full of awkward stops and starts,,
her store when the greedy townsshe’s being good. He occasionally
yet James pulls it all together with
people take advantage of her kind natalks to the audience, giving his view
some creative transitioning and, as
ture and good fortune. Aware that
of the situation. Other major charalways, gets away with musical murshe can no longer be kind if she wants
acters include Shu Fu, the town barder.
to keep her shop, Shen Te decides to
ber and entrepreneur; Yang Sun,
“Love Power” is by virtue of its
disguise herself as her fictional couShen Te’s lover; and the three gods,
style and lyrical content the one
sin, Shui Ta, a shrewd businessman.
a sort of roving comic trio; they
track that could conceivably be laAs Sui Ta, she has no qualms about
come on stage every once in a while
belled “soul music.” The female vobeing a cold-hearted opportunist and
to check on Shen Te and tell the
cals in the background could just as
audience how successful they are at
proceeds to build a small tobacco
easily be backing Teddy Pendergrass
empire.
finding “good” people. It turns out
as supporting Bob James: The ladies’
that Shen Te is the only good person
voices are soothing, but face it, it’s
they find on earth.
:
Brecht thus expresses his feeling
hard to give words like “Our love is
that the world is absurd because
‘dee pow’er, through da darkest owsome people are rewarded for ruthIt is the Source’s first production
er” a boost. I found this number a
lessness, with easy life and ‘“‘happiof its ’81-'82 season. It will be rundisappointment.
ness,” while others suffer when they
ning at the theatre on 1809 14th
The third BJ composition, “Endevote their lives to helping their felStreet until November 21.’
chanted Forest,” is very aptly titled.
In this musical fantasy, James tickles
the ivories of his synthesizers, making it seem as though he can play
Send out personalized application letters
them all at once, so unabashedly
does he pile one synthesizer track on
top of another.'I found this song a

HOYA Asst. News Editor

O’Keefe Ale is made in Canada with water from
the mountains and good Canadian grain. So it

have

still in artistic control. After all,
James is the album’s producer and
best-known virtuoso. The album is

' a musical parable of a young woman
who tries to reconcile desire to be a
good person with her need to make
money in a world fraught with .corruption and selfishness. The heroine
is Shen Te, a former prostitute, who
opens a tobacco shop with money
given to her by three gods. The gods

by Jamie Coakley

*Facial Makeup

4

comedy,

Riv

write

Clearly, Bob James’ own compositions keep this album afloat. James

Good Woman Comes Direct from Source

*Perms

Perms $25
women *12
men?®10
— 10% Discount on Redken & Nexxus
Products (with Student ID's)

6 Rms

thought. The result for me was a refreshing and funny play.

°*Henna

‘Shampoo Great cuts & Blow Dry

was

time an introspective one. The morals of a
1971 30-year old provided
an occasionally irksome, though interesting insight into the mentality
of adults 10 years ago, and they also
elucidated the counterpoint between

*Highlighting

|

apparent efforts to imitate the sound
of colliding planets, all of which detracts from the serious instrumental
bits. “Hypnotique” is pleasant and
melodious in its'own way, and it also
scores a few points for novelty, but
on the whole I feel this track lacks
substance.
The title track is Temperton’s
best effort, likable and listenable due
to some super vocal dynamics. Hard
for me to describe as other than
“flippant,” it is nevertheless easy to
appreciate for its lightheartedness.
“Nothing the matter with good clean
fun” sums up my attitude.

by Ted Manning
HOYA Arts Staff

We’ve gotclass.Do you?

A

the
British Import

SmallOpens New

Symphony Season

A pair of relatively unknown actIan

Charleson—

cast as Abrahams, an Oxford student
from a prosperous Jewish family who
believes that his Semitic ancestry will
forever prevent him from being fully

by

his

countrymen.

His

Cundey’s smooth and most fluid
camerawork puts the film into
R constant
motion, reflecting the
killer’s own unhalting movement.
4 Cross-cutting and time distortion
function to bring the killer within
inches
of his potential victim
whose terror we see grow with
each step the killer takes. The

film’s strong sense of depth

October 30 &31, 1981 |
Halloween

Med School Craps

LA- 6; ‘8 p.m.

John
Carpenter’s
Halloween
has been hailed as a classic of the
horror genre, and with good reason. It aims at the most primordial human fear: the fear of being
unrelentingly

terrorized.

It

does

not bog itself down with psychology and explanations which are
so often mishandled by directors:
its focus is pure terror in simple
terms: the victim and the killer in
the same room or on the same
staircase, separated by only inches.
This is the kind of terror which
scares an audience because it is so
personal.
Halloween develops this pure
and
personal
sense
of
terror
through a successful blend of cinematic components which work to

combination

of Carpenter’s

pulsating musical score with Dean

Oliva Recording

MEG CHRISTIAN
FOR
a
YEAR

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Haskell

like him,

© Opportunity to make up missed
lessons.
* Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated bY xtresearchers expert in their field.
+ Opportunity to transfer ‘to and
continue study at any of our
over 80 centers.

cal mold.

:

The Brahms work, insofar as the
orchestra ‘was concerned, was a better technical performance. The overall texture of the work held up the
entire 48 minute playing time. The
Symphony opens with a rich theme
that reappears a number of times in
the first movement.
Then in the second movement,
emerging from Brahms’ powerful orchestration, Concert Master L. Crosley played a most beautiful solo, contributing what was to be the highlight of this piece. Heightening the
virtuosity of his violin solo were the
woodwind lines, particularly G. Vickers on the bassoon and again Wilson

and Impara.

;

The trumpet

ed

to

overplay

- 244-1456

However,

played
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ERLANGER
THE EXCEPTION

, NEW WAVE
ELECTION NIGHT DANCE

Invasion of Privacy
Golden Bats
Beatnik Flies

THUR., NOV. 5,8 & 11 P.M.
ADM. $6
FROM THE BEACH BOYS

Endless Summer

The 4th Washington SUPER 8 FILM
FESTIVAL will be held:
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1981
AT 7:30 P.M.

Wed. Nov. 11,8 & 11 p.m.
ADM. $6

University

(Massachusetts and Nebraska Ave, NW.)

film critic, is the

festival chairman of this SUPER 8
showcase. It will feature U.S. and foreign
films, primarily by young filmmakers.

Judges are professionals from the fields
of journalism and filmmaking.

Steve Goodman
Thur, Nov. 12, 8 & 11 p.m.
ADM. $6

a technologyoO
if you are betweenYS
pu
graduate, in excellent he
. ence the same excitement--in the United States
Air Force--the thrilf’s still there for you!

THE NIGHTHAWKS
TUES., WED., NOV. 17 & 18

FEDERER

ADM. $10

JOHN PRINE

EVOL FILI SOCETY

at times.

they, and indeed the entire orchestra, got a chance to give it their all
in Brahms’ rousing finale; typically
classical and marvelously rendered.

Mike Love &

Tickets $3 for non-students
and $2 for students.
v
Parking available.
CALL 659-8108 9 am. - 5 p.m. Mon
Festival chairman

and trombones tend-

Nils Lofgren

4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20008

Arch Campbell, WRC-TV

style is ro-

WED.,NOV. 4,8 & 11 p.m.
ADM. $7.50 °

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

at the Weschler Theater, American

Brahms’

emotional but more
the traditional classi-

TUES., NOV. 3,8 P.M.
ADM. $2.50
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and
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Wisconsin &
K Sts. NW.

MON. NOV. 2,8 & 11 P.M.
ADM. $6
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N

FREE ADM. 8-9 P.M.

Welsh

y’
“

Say no more!

GREAT LIVE
‘ROCK & ROLL
EVERY WEEKEND!

While

well together, the orchestra was not
always tuned in. Most difficult to’
coordinate were the entrances, particulaty’ in the strings. This problem arose in both works, but was especially
glaring in the first.
Principal oboist, A. Wilson,
was
excellent throughout. In the second

iil

And without problems?

[8&3

reference, and necessitating

And

mantic, richly
strictly within

- Six of the best tasting beers inthe world.

Did you know the SEC
films now start on time?

:
333-2897:
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
PRESENTS IN CONCERT

PREPARE

e Permanent Centers open days,
evenings ‘and weekends.
« Low hourly cost. Dedicated fulltime sta
* Complete TEST-n- -TAPESMfacilities
for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials.
* Small classes taught by skilled
instructors.

Nudge, Nudge.

(

The night he came home.

Chariots’ flaws, however, are hardly severe enough to disqualify it for
your consideration. Wager an evening
on it; you may find it entertaining, intelligent, maybe even inspirational.

fur-

ther uneases the audience because
so often the killer can be traced
lurking about subtly in the background making him seem omnipresent. Finally there are oldfashioned, ‘pop-ups’ throughout the
film swhen suddenly, out of ‘the
darkness.
Halloween is an excellent film
for the LA-6 crowd. There will be
a lot of laughing and carrying-on,
but the laughter will be a nervous
one, and the carrying-on will be
mixed with uneasy jumpiness.
by John Hayden

heighten the Wiewer’s involvement.

The

Lyddle is a more affable character,
but his rigid observance of the Sabbath will strike many a modern audience as a mark of religious fanaticism
rather than of character. Like Abrahams, who keeps a chip carefully balanced on his shoulder, Lyddle creates
his own mental hurdles for himself.

of handy

a trip to the library for this critic.
Secondly, the musicians first names
were not given; rather impersonal, it
would seem.
Haskell Small was the guest pianist
on the Tchaikovsky Concerto. He
played last season with the GSO and
the rapport between Conductor John
Welsh and him was apparent. Small
gave a lyrical interpretation to the
work without succumbing to an overly melodramatic style. The octaves
were struck with clarity, ringing out
powerfully. The cadenzas were sometimes lilting, sometimes strictly rhythmical as the tasteful interpretation
demanded. In short, he was excellent!

Brahms took a decade to work on
the various sketches integrated into
his first Symphony. He finished it
in 1876, one year prior to the first
performance of Tchaikovsky's work.

-

accepted

competitiveness stems from a desire
to show
up Anglo-Saxon
society
through the unswerving pursuit of
excellence—more
specifically,
by
being, the fastest sprinter in the
United Kingdom.
After a string of successes, Abrahams is defeated in a race by a young
Scotsman named Mark Lyddle (Ian
Charleson). Finishing second for a

The Georgetown Symphony Orchestra began its ‘81-‘82 season on a
high note last Sunday. They performed
two warhorses of classical
music: Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto
No. 1 in B flat minor, and Brahms’
Symphony No. 1 in C minor. To excellent music, they added fine musicianship. The Symphony will play
next on December 6; it is well worth
attending.
Two minor criticism are perhaps
in
order.
For
one,
the -various
movements of the two works were
not listed, thus depriving /the listener

mori

and

Arts Writer

————

Cross

portray the rival track stars. Cross is

competitiveness often,
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ors—Ben

Abrahams’

approaches the level of obsession,|
and his sensitivity about his Jewishness is simply not justified by circumstances. True, he is occasionally
the target of snide remarks whispered
behind his back. Noting his name, a
clerk at the university mentions to a
colleague’ that
‘“there’s
one who
won’t be going out for the chapel
choir.” Rudeness, however, is not the
same as persecution. Abrahams has
no worries financially or academically, seems to be respected by his classmates and competitors, and has a devoted girl friend (Alice Krige) who
tolerates not only his religion but
also his fits of childish pouting after
losing.

movement of the concerto, she combined with principal horn J. Impare
in a pleaing repartee.

by Peter Meier
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It is a historical fact that at the
1924 Olympics in Paris, a pair of
Englishment
named
Harold
Abrahams and Mark Lyddle won gold
medals in the track and field events
against some highly-touted competitors from around the globe.
Chariots of" Fire, the new release
from the Ladd Company (which itself has an admirable track record so
far this year with Outland and Body
Heat), is the story of these two athletes and how they reconciled their
ambitions with their ideals and personal
lives. Borrowing its title from
a flowery William Blake poem having
nothing directly to do with athletics,
Chariots is in many respects a commendable film. However, it takes itself a bit too seriously, elevating its
protagonists to a level of heroism
beyond what they rightfully deserve.

PHOTO

Associate Editor

change is a crushing blow to Abra-ham, but one that compels him to
reach greater heights. He enlists the
aid of a private coach and adopts a
rigorous training regimen which sours
his personal relationships and puts
him in bad odor with his mentors at
Oxford, who see his actions as an affront to the school’s tradition of
amateurism.
Lyddle, on the other hand, is a devout Christian and pastor in the
Church of Scotland. Running is for
Running for victory.
him a cherished pastime rather!than
an instrument of revenge. His pious
ing Away)
log an equally sparse
sister (Cheryl Campbell) would like
amount of camera time as the star
to see him give up his athletic ambi- _ athletes of the United States track
tions for missionary duty abroad, but
team,
Lyddle believes that he can best serve’
The only supporting role of any
God by utilizing the physical prowess
substance goes to Ian Holm, who is
which Providence has bestowed on
cast as Abrahams’ “half Italian, half
him. His convictions, however, are
Lebanese
coach
Sam
Mussobini.
sorely tested when a scheduling fluke
Holm turns in an outstanding perfor_in the Olympic games requires him to
mance as the cantankerous Mussoparticipate
on a Sunday. Lyddle
bini, injecting some much welcomed
reaches the conclusion that to run
humor into the rather stuffy and
would be to dishonor the Sabbath.
eulogizing
atmosphere
which
perHe subsequently finds himself torn
meates much of this film.
between his religious beliefs and the
Chariots of Fire can boast of allarm-twisting of his coach, his teamaround competent acting, able direcmates and the British Olympics comtion by Hugh Hudson, and a rousing
mittee.
{
score by Vangelis. Unfortunately, it
Sharing the spotlight with these
also contains several flaws which pretwo is a distinguished supporting
vent it from being a great film.
Despite the filmmakers’ efforts to
cast,
which
unfortunately is not
champion
Abrahams
and
Lyddle,
always used to maximum effect. Sir
many movie goers will find it diffiJohn Gielgud is cast as the headmascult to feel as much empathy for
ter at Oxford, while noted British
either character as they could for the
director Lindsay Anderson plays his
youthful protagonists of Breaking
counterpart at Trinity College. Patrick
Away or Gallipoli, to cite two films
Magee makes a fleeting appearance as
with which Chariots of Fire has been
a British Olympics official. Brad
compared.
Davis and Dennis Christopher (Break-

‘SIM ‘@NNEM|IN 00 Buimalg Z3|yog Sor 186LO

Greg Kitsock

COURTESY THE LADD COMPANY

Chariots Takes Off
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‘Hoyas Crush Peacocks, 16-0
Hoyas

upped their grid record to 3-2 with a
16-0 shutout of the St. Peter’s Pea-

ground, putting
ground drive to

together a solid
put the Blue and

Gray in scoring position. Seven plays
and 42 yards later, Federico’s one
yard dive and Jim Corcoran’s PAT
gave the Hoyas a 10-0 cushion at

162 yd. rushing effort, while Boland
passed 11 for 22 to gain 96 yards by
air. Gerard added 21 yards on two
pass completions late in the game.
Jim Corcoran connected on three of
four field goal tries, the only miss
being from 50 yards out.

cocks last Saturday. Played before a
3 gathering of 500 or so at Montclair - intermission.
State College in New Jersey, the GU
The third quarter offered little rescoring efforts were a combination of
lief for the home team, as they
"tough defense and a rebirth of a dorcoughed up their third fumble of the
mant running game.
afternoon in a matter of two minutes.
After Roger' Daly recovered the fumLate in the first quarter, with no

score, the Hoyas’ Mike Djavaherian
scooped up a Peacock fumble at their
own

42.

and

From

the GU

~ building

there

Mike

Boland

offense went to work,

a nine

play,

59 yard

drive

‘that ended with a 31 yard field goal
~ by Jim Corcoran.
Later in the quarter, another St.
Peter’s
drive
ended
prematurely

ble at the

the GU

defense completely

combined for 31 tackles in the game.
The

final

score

of

the

game

came

recovered a St. Peter’s fumble at the
42 of the Peacocks. It was here that

drive led by now-backup QB Bobby
Gerard ended with a 36 yard FG by
Jim Corcoran, giving GU a 16-0 win,
their first shutout of the 1981 season.

back

the Hoya running game got on track
Running

back

John

Federico,

who

at 1:00. At stake at Kehoe Field is a
battle for local bragging rights (albeit
Division III), school pride, and possession of the Steven Dean Memorial
Trophy, symbolic of the CardinalHoya rivalry. Coming’ off a hard loss
to St. Francis, the Cardinals will be
ready for their rivals from the North-.

all Peacock
drives,
as Corcoran,
Coakley, Daly, and Mike Quinland

with but 0:18 left in the game, as a

defensive

the ‘season against Catholic University

contain

Rory Coakley

- when

Tomorrow,
the
Hoyas
return
home for their final home game of |

17 yard line, the offense

managed but two yards in three plays
to settle for a 32 yard Corcoran FG.
An uneventful quarter and a half saw

west. But if the last two weeks are
any indication, the Hoyas will
equally up to the task at hand.

be

HOYA Sports Briefs . . . HOYA Sports Briefs
Suzanne

consecutive

Kuhlman’s

set victories

streak

came

of 78

to a

sudden end last week against Rich- mond. Kuhlman’s 6-3, 3-6, 6-1 three
set victory was the first time that
Kuhlman has lost a set while competing for the Hoyas squad. However,
her streak in unbeaten match play re‘mains strong at 39 straight.
Val Garcia, also sporting an un‘beaten set string, dropped the first
set before rebounding to win in three,
2-6, 6-3, 6-4. Overall, Richmond dealt
the Hoyas their second defeat of the
fall season, 6-3.
November 6 is the deadline for
‘ purchase of the McDonough ticket
package. Students
who have purchased
Capital Centre tickets can
purchase the additional seven game
package for $13. Any tickets left will
be distributed to the general public,
at a considerably higher ticket price.
The Hoop action begins Nov. 11,
with the Blue-Gray game. A special
“slam-dunk’ exhibition will be held
* after the game.
* ok

3k

3k

Tomorrow’s football game against
Catholic marks the last appearance

After

for the following Georgetown seniors:
defensive
end
John
Bridenhagen,
linebacker Rory Coakley, safety Jim
Corcoran, halfback Rich Corcoran,
cornerback Mike Djavaherian, tackle
Ed Ecker, center Conrad Everhard,
fullback John Federico, safety Matt
Fitzmaurice halfback John Geary, punter Tim Marotta, defensive end, John
McGannon, and defensive end John
Verni. The GU community expresses
their thanks to these seniors, many
of whom have put four years of hard
work into the Georgetown football
program.
%k

kk

Invitational,

Washington Tuesday night. GW, who
defeated the Hoyas
year, took the first two
15-9. The Blue and
back to take the third,

Colonial

spikers

abundant

helped

rainfall of late has

the IM

Football

season

towards
conclusion.
However, the
picture is clearing up somewhat as
the field thins.
Tort Breacher and Third and Less
Than One will play for the Law
School championship tomorrow at
11 a.m. In the Men’s Open, A League
champions Cannons, undefeated in
regular season play, will face the victor of the B League, either D’84
Lions or U Trouble. Women’s Division
_ laurels will be awarded the winner
between Sth Darnall and 3rd New
North.
Four teams stand at 3-1 in the
Men’s Independent League A. The
triumphant squad will be determined
by pending games: Weids vs. Nads,
and Jerry’s Kids vs. Cosmos Factory.
In the B League, Stroh Boys were
awarded the bye and will confront
either Missionaries or Crazy 8’s Saturday at 11 a.m. Wrecking Crew received the bye in the C League; Vio-

prevailed

in the
15-12,
battled
but the

in

the

fourth, 15-1.

With senior co-captain John Gregorek running a course record 22:39.1,
the Hoya cross-country team took
second place in the Big East championships held last Saturday at Boston, Massachusetts.
Georgetown
finished
with
82
points, 60 behind first-place Provi-

dence.
In the Maryland meet, the Hoyas
swept
past West
Virginia (15-10,
15-7), fell to Rutgers (15-9, 15-10),
then defeated Catholic (15-6, 16-14).
The next day saw the Hoyas fall early
to Providence
(15-2,
15-8), then
rolled by North Carolina (15-8, 15-8),
Maryland in the quarterfinals (15-12,
15-5), and Temple (9-15, 15-9, 15-5).
But facing nationally ranked Penn
State in the finals was too much for
the weary squad; the Nittany Lions
breezed by (8-15, 1-15) to take another local tournament. Yet, the second place showing was the strongest
by a GU team ever in the prestigious

*k

tourney.

lower field behind Harbin. With three

The

volleyballers’

record

through this week stands at 22-12.

/

laters meet Good Guys for the right
to face Wrecking Crew in the finals,
scheduled for this evening at six.

In Men’s Dorm

earlier
games,
Gray
15-10,

competition, 2nd

round

Villanova, a team the Hoyas

had tied earlier in the season, was a
close third with 84 points. Connecticut (114), Syracuse (117), Boston
College (122), St. John’s (177), and
Seton Hall (253) rounded out the
team

scoring.

Coach Joe Lang, heading into the
meet, felt that if his team ran well, it
would place second. “Providence is a
really good team. They have two
Englishmen and six runners from Ireland. We didn’t run a great team race,
but we had hoped to beat Villanova,
and we ran well enough to place
second.”
Gregorek broke a four-year course
record held by former Providence
runner John Tracy. Gregorek’s time

lcemen Open ’81 Slate

Rain Delays Football Finale

this week. The Men’s Open Champ
has already been determined; Black
Flag defeating M1. The consolation
victors

were

men’s title. The Women’s consolation victor was the Average Volleyball Team.

Hoyas Outplay Coast Guard, 10-7

Harpoonment.

Fourth Harbin will vie with 2nd New
North for the Dorm championship.
Just Us and Spikers will contend for
the Coed crown. Finally, Gardner
meets 4th New North for the Wo-

Loyola will battle 2nd Darnall for
the A League crown, First new South
won the bye in the B League and will
oppose the winners of 2nd St. Mary’s
and 1st Darnall game. 8th Harbin
wrapped up the C League.
Eighteen teams will participate in
Ultimate Frisbee this year. Competition will begin this Sunday, last Sunday’s starting date having been rained

week of John Eberle, who has not
run for some time. “We’ve had him
working out twice per day,” stated
on to capture the World Cross Councoach Lang. ‘““He’s been swimming,
try Championships in 1977. After
lifting weights, and riding a stationGregorek, freshman Frank McConary bike. It’s the same thing Albert
ville, Phil
Reilly, and
Ed
Healy
Salazar (new marathon record holder)
packed together, placing 17th, 18th,
did a few years ago at Oregon. Eberand 20th, respectively. John Sullivan
le’s in good shape—we have to get
rounded out the top five, placing 30th
him into race-shape. I feel that we
with a time of 24:44 for the five-mile
have eight guys capable of staying
course.
within the split of John (Gregorek).
Coach Lang feels that Gregorek is
We just need four to do it in the
running well enough to place in the
same race. We haven’t really had a
top five in the nation. However, the
great team race yet, but I feel that
coach is still looking to get a closer
one is coming.”
split between Gregorek and the fifth
Hoya runner.
The District meet, which is used
At the Big East meet this split was: to qualify for the NCAA finals, will
2:05. “For a really great team race,
be held at Lehigh University on Saturday,
November
14.
Only
four
we need to have a one minute to
1:30 split behind John (Gregorek).
teams can advance to the finals. Lang
feels that there will be eight teams in
We're trying to reduce the split. If we
contention for the top spots, so the
can do this, we could get into the top
Hoyas have their work cut out for
ten at the national meet at Wichita
them. Lang feels that if the team can
State,”’ Lang noted.
wi
reduce its split between Gregorek
To reduce the split, Lang expressed
and the second through fifth funners,
hope that four of eight runners he
Georgetown will place in the top
feels can do the job would run fast
thereby
qualifying
for
the
enough in the same race. A plus on . four,
Georgetown’s side is the return this
NCAA finals.

was 51 seconds better than the pre. vious mark set by Tracy, who went

by Pat Tadie
HOYA Sports Staff

Wo-

for Wrestling,

,
by Jeff Craven

Table Tennis Singles, and Table Ten-

Special to the HOYA

The

entry

deadline

nis Doublesis Thursday, November 5.
All entries will be available in the
Intramural office at Yates

out.

Seventy
basketball
teams,
the
most ever in an IM Basketball event,

will

compete

for

the

Georgetown

Stripe 3 Championship Cup. The Cup
and. the T-shirts to be awarded to the
various division winners will be supplied by Adidas Stripe 3 of Georgetown. This year all games will be
played on the glass backboards.
A very successful volleyball tournament will be drawing to a close

HOYA PHOTO BY CHRIS CALLSE

The

the GU

men’s volleyball team fell in a hardfought four game match to George

Pete Meier's [Intramurals News:
not

Hoyas Place 2nd In Big East CC

a second place finish in the

Maryland

The Hoya soccer team, after tying
the No. 10 ranked George Mason Patriots last week, fell to Mt. St. Mary’s,
1-0, last weekend. Showing little of
the cohesiveness that earned them a
1-1 tie against George Mason, the
Hoyas did not provide enough offensive punch to enlist scoring chances
against the weaker Mountie team.
Yet, on Wednesday, the Hoyas rebounded to defeat Gallaudet 4-1 in
overtime, in a muddy clash on the
games to go, the Hoyas are 3-6-3.

Jim Corcoran and John Federico lead the Hoyas into their home finale tomorrow vs. Catholic. Game time is
1 p.m., at Kehoe Field.

Actio n from last Wednesday’s

IM Volleyball finals.

Great Moments In Georgetown Sports / Bill Ferraro

Al Blozis: A Larger Than Life Hoya Legend
A fair number of herculean athletes have competed for Georgetown,
but rarely has one combined muscle
with modesty as well as Alfred C.
Blozis, ’42. The son of a 300 Ib. Lithuanian day laborer, young Al used
his awesome physical inheritance to
become a four sport (football, track,
‘swimming, and basketball) star at
Dickinson High in his hometown of
Danfield, New Jersey. First recruited
by Georgetown, Blozis offered this
initial interest
as his reason for
choosing to enroll at the Hilltop in
1938. Notre Dame
was the most
prominent loser.
Shot putting was Blozis’ specialty,
and the event in which he would
' smash records with stunning regularity. Principally a football player in
high school, his shot putting began
accidentally.
Working
out around
the track one day, he was nearly hit
by an errant toss. Angered, he heaved
the heavy ball back to the thrower so
impressively that the coach immediately placed him on the squad. Blozis
went on to set 24 schoolboy track
and field records. Both Georgetown
and the track and field world can be
thankful for this incident.
Freshman ineligibility rules kept.
- Blozis from competing on the varsity
level during his first year. Under the
tutelage of “Hap” Hardell, veteran
Hoya track mentor, Blozis developed
}

a shot-putting technique that took
maximum advantage of his agile feet
and perfectly chiseled 6’5”, 250 lb.
body. When Blozis began competing
as a sophomore, neither coach nor
athlete waited long for returns on
their time and effort investment.
Blozis romped through the indoor
season and concluded that on April
10, 1940, with one of the most amazing weight feats in the history of
track. Going north to Madison Square
Garden, Blozis shattered the world
indoor marks in three shot putting
events. He hurled the 16 Ib. ball
55°17, two and a half feet beyond
the existing record; the 12 1b. ball
three feet over the former world
mark; and the 8 Ib. ball 78-%”, a
new record by 8-%”! Besides shot
putting, Blozis was a standout discus
thrower, and helped the Blue and
Gray in dual meets by broadjumping
better than 20’ and highjumping well
over 6’.
Blozis would excel throughout his
track career, breaking meet shot put
records in 23 of the 26 meets he participated. However, he would never
officially hold the absolute world
mark in the event’s most important
category—the 16 1b. shot. Jack Terrance had established the world record in 1934 with a heave of 57°1”.
Blozis’ best competitive throw was
57’ even. At the meet in which he

made this toss, Blozis did throw one
near 58’. Unfortunately,
this effort
was for a photographer shooting his
form for a material magazine, and
was not eligible as a record.
It is difficult to believe, but Blozis favored football over track. Given

his immense

bulk and strength, it is

not difficult to believe that Blozis
was an effective, often terrifying,
gridder. Clumsy when he first appeared as a Hoya footballer, he matured into an honorable mention AllAmerican tackle. Known for his violent straight ahead charges after the
snap, opponents frequently tried to
“mousetrap” Blozis by running him
into a blocker rather than vice versa.

These plays initially threatened Blozis, but the problem was soon solved
by using his long and powerful arms
to tackle both blocker and runner.
Impressed by his stellar play, the
New York Giants soon drafted Blozis
after he graduated with his B.S. in
1942.
Blozis played the better part of
two seasons with the Giants before
leaving for the war in Europe. During
that time he was an outstanding performer, being chosen All-Pro in 1943,
and given special acclaim for his ability to obliterate would-be kick returners in the open field. For his exploits Blozis was named to the 194049 All-Decade Team.

|

The saddest aspect of Al Blozis’
life was its brevity. Endeared to his
country, Blozis sought long and earnestly to obtain a dispensation from
military height restrictions. He finally received his wish when inducted
into the U.S. Army on December 9,
1943. During infantry training he
again exhibited his outstanding physical ability by throwing a hand grenade 284° 2%”, nearly three times
the previous distance of a normal
throw, and demolishing the previous
record throw easily. Yet, in the end,

The Georgetown
University Ice
Hockey team opened its *81-'82 campaign with a 10-7 shellacking of the
highly regarded Coast Guard Academy. Led by sophomore sensation
Bob Celata’s hat trick, the Hoya skaters employed a wide-open style of
play
and
forechecked
effectively
throughout the contest.
First year coach Aps Kinnan skillfully juggled three lines, thus wearing down the opposition. Coach Kinnan was especially impressed by the
play of junior Joe Daly, sophomore
Ken Farrell and freshman Kelly Gibbons, who tallied two goals in his
G.U. debut. The defense was anchored
by dental students Brendan Cooney
and Don Hershy as well as freshman
undergrad Tony Walters. !
The offense peppered the Coast
Guard goalie with over thirty shots,
scoring six times in the first period.
Dental students Mike Hill and Mike
Sargent combined to build the score
as Hill slipped two pucks behind the
rattled Coast Guard netminder. The
Med School line was not to be outdone
as Tony Martini and Brian
Smith tallied a goal each and continuously
frustrated
the opposition’s
breakout plays. Undergrads Carroll
Carter and Jeff Standan
kept Coast

this attribute did nothing to protect
his life. On his first patrol, less than
two months after playing his last
game on the gridiron, Lt. Alfred Blozis was killed in the Wosges Mountains during an encounter related to
the Battle of the Bulge. The date was
January 31, 1945. Al Blozis was 26
years of age.
Blozis’ premature death robbed
football of a standout player, track
and field of a virtually certain Olympic gold medalist, and Georgetown of
a devoted alumnus. If it is any indication, Blozis received just recognition of his talent while alive. Most
notable is a UPI award selecting him
as one of the three outstanding athletes of 1941. If you are wondering,
the other two were Ben Hogan and
Joe Louis.

UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

season, the Georgetown

the

PHOTO COURTESY

Showing the strong defensive skills

that have developed throughout

opposition. St. Peter’s was outrushed,
outpassed,
and outplayed,
as the
score indicated. Only in the number
of fumbles (9) did the Peacocks outdo the Hoyas. Federico’s 108 yards
on the ground was the majority of a
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Statistically, the Hoyas met little

led the team in rushing this afternoon, Eddie Trujillo, and QB Boland
moved the Hoyas smoothly on the

by John Reagan

Guard’s top scores at bay with strong
checking. G.U. goalie Matt Kunkin

turned away

15 shots and frosh Med-

ical student Frank Pinto finished up
with seven saves.
The G.U. hockey program, under
the tutelage of Hoyas Unlimited, participates
in the
Chesapeake
Bay
Hockey League which consists of
players
from
the
undergraduate,
Medical, Dental, and Law schools,
adding a diversity unique to Hilltop

teams.

With

the

$85

per hour

ice

time, and equipment costs, the hockey program has struggled for years.
But with the nearly $2,100 brought
in by concerned alumni, the hockey
program has been brought to a more
solida financial footing. Still, player
dues are $50 to keep the team going.
The Hoya skaters face-off against
Duke University on Saturday, November 7, at the Capital Centre. Two
years ago Duke topped the Hoyas 2-1 in a hard fought contest. Saturday’s
game will be the preliminary game to
the Caps-New York Rangers matchup
and the game time is tentatively set
for 3:30 p.m. The team hopes that
many students will plan to come out
to see the Duke contest and stay for
the college nite professional game for
which discount tickets are available.
There is no charge for the G.U.-Duke
game.
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